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Abstract
Designers are increasingly becoming post-disciplinary actors that wield enormous power in shaping
the world's technological, environmental, cultural, and socio-political reality. However, the
acknowledgement of design responsibilities has not caught up with the expansive roles that designers
occupy, resulting in an unclear mode of design that is complicit in upholding systems of inequality.
The next decade will present various complex and existential challenges unlike anything before, from
environmental breakdown to the erasure of privacy, potentially amplifying and producing new
inequalities. Designers are uniquely positioned to mitigate against these challenges; however, few
frameworks afford designers the appropriate knowledge and tools. This paper presents Distributive
Agency, a metatheoretical design framework that reimagines how designers can collectively work
towards shared goals of equity and pluralism - shifting away from current consumer-focused and
profit-driven design practices. This paper demonstrates the value of speculative ideation methods
paired with academic knowledge transfer to envision detailed futures. Interviews with design
academics (n=3) and a cross-sectional workshop study (n=8) validated the implementation of the
framework within design process tools and manifesto, showing that they are practical, contextual, and
visionary in their approach. The research in this paper serves as a first step in transitioning away from
current dystopian trajectories, and insights reveal the scope for the further development of resources
and the theorisation of a unified design framework.
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1. Introduction
Throughout history, technological, political, social, cultural, and environmental changes and demands
have shaped a designer’s role. In response, design movements have sought to expand the definition of
design and the responsibilities of designers.
In 1922, design practice was constrained primarily to industrial design, with Walter Gropius’s
Bauhaus curriculum focused on the physicality of design to meet functional needs (Fig 1). Since then,
design practice has expanded beyond industrial design and its strictly physical considerations, with
process constraints (Fig 2) (Pugh, 1991), human-technology interactions (Norman, 1988), and
environmentalism (Schwarz and Krabbendam, 2013) becoming normative factors over the years.

Fig 1: Walter Gropius' Bauhaus cirriculum.
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Fig 2: Stuart Pugh's Total Design model

At present, design practice has expanded beyond traditional disciplinary boundaries and is
transitioning toward a multi-stakeholder profession that delivers products, systems, services,
experiences, strategies, and policies across companies, governments, and organisations (Boyer, Cook
and Steinberg, 2011; Meyer and Norman, 2020). As a result, designers wield greater power than ever
before and can exert a global influence through their work (Meyer and Norman, 2020).
However, it can be argued that this transition is causing more harm than good since innovation
opportunities have outpaced a socio-political awareness of responsibilities (Monteiro, 2019; Meyer
and Norman, 2020). This dissonance has become especially evident in recent years, with design
playing a significant role in amplifying current challenges, for example, environmental breakdown
(Schwarz and Krabbendam, 2013; Torres, 2018), growing authoritarianism (Wylie, 2019; Big Brother
Watch, 2020), weakening democracy (House of Commons Digital, Culture, Media and Sports
Committee, 2019; Wylie, 2019), privacy erasure (Gray et al., 2018; Mathur et al., 2019), increasing
racial disparities (McGregor-Smith, 2017; Wylie, 2019), and growing social-economic inequality
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(Joyce and Xu, 2019; Julier and Kimbell, 2019; Lucas, Robinson and Treacy, 2020). As a result, design
contributes to the development of risks that will threaten human existence over the next ten years.
Furthermore, historical periods like colonialism and present systems like neoliberalism have
established norms, assumptions, and biases within designers (Said, 1978; Fisher, 2009). Designers
reproduce these norms through their work and therefore contribute to systemic disparities that
marginalise communities across race, gender, socio-economic class, sexuality, religion, and disability.
For example, analysing race alone, marginalised communities can expect to experience severe
disadvantages compared to their white counterparts, experiencing lower life quality (Green, 2018),
lower educational opportunities (McGregor-Smith, 2017), and lower social mobility (McGregorSmith, 2017). As a result, existing marginalisation systems create present-day dystopias for these
people since their world is not designed for their being.
It is hard to dispute the role of design in shaping this societal context. Design is considered ontological
(Winograd, Flores and Flores, 1986; Willis, 2006; Ehrenfeld, 2008; Blaser, 2010, 2013) and has
historically intertwined with technology, culture, and the environment (Harari, 2015); thus, it
connects to the macro-systems that shape worlds and human existence. Therefore, the uncertainty of
future risks and the severity of present-day inequalities requires a fundamental realignment of design
practice and the goals it seeks to achieve.
This paper aims to create an equity-centred metatheoretical framework of design by developing
design process tools and a manifesto that addresses both present and future challenges over the next
ten years. Through this, the research aims to afford designers with a clear, implementable vision of the
future that addresses the root causes of current challenges, deviates away from future threats, and
defines how a more fair, equitable, and optimistic future might be. Speculative design methods guide
the framework’s theoretical development and facilitate the implementation of the manifesto and
design process tools. A two-part study then evaluates the framework’s practicality, contextuality, and
visionariness.
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2. Contextual Investigation
2.1.

Challenges with Design Practice

Existing methods of design practice have not been fit for purpose in countering the socio-political
harms of design. Human-Centred Design (HCD), often framed as ‘Universal Design’ or ‘Inclusive
Design’ (Julier and Kimbell, 2019), has been beneficial since it has centred usability requirements in
the wake of digitisation and software design (Norman, 1988). However, it uses a hierarchical designeruser relationship, where the designer is the expert who observes passive users, limiting inclusion to the
stereotypes ascribed to different communities by cultural and socio-political norms (Julier and
Kimbell, 2019). Furthermore, corporate HCD, or ‘Design Thinking’ (Fig 3), often conflates
consumerist desires as fundamental human needs, reinforcing environmentally damaging consumer
behaviours that produce fast economic growth (Tonkinwise, 2014).

Fig 3: The d.school's design thinking model.

In contrast to HCD (Fig 4), Social Design emerged as a new way to tackle inequalities (Sanders and
Stappers, 2008). It uses ‘Participatory Design’ practices to involve stakeholders within public-sector
consultancy projects (Armstrong et al., 2014; Julier, 2017). However, its use coincides with the
adoption of austerity as an economic policy (Julier, 2017). As a result, Social Design is often a
mechanism to enact budget cuts, affecting the poorest in society and failing to address the very
inequalities it sought to resolve (Julier, 2017; Booth and Butler, 2018).
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Fig 4: Map of design practices

2.2.

Existing Solutions

Research within design academia provides useful solutions to mitigate against the harms of existing
HCD and Social Design methods within corporate and public-sector consultancy design. However, no
coherent frameworks combine a contextual socio-political understanding of design with practical
tools and a directed vision. Table 1 highlights this incoherence through the evaluation of existing
solutions against the following metrics.
Practical (Can it be used?): Describes if the solution can be integrated into the design process through
tools and resources, like design cards, mapping exercises, and guides. A preliminary consequence
scanning workshop identified this factor as crucial and relevant to design practitioners (Hussain,
2020).
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Kahn, 2002). However, the approach fails to consider stakeholder biases influenced by socio-political
and cultural factors (Steven, 2018); therefore, it is unsuited to contextual and systemic challenges.

2.3.

Speculative Design Methodology

Speculative design is a field that utilises foresight strategies and design fiction to critically examine the
past and present to understand the potential outcomes of the future. It is free from traditional design
constraints, meaning that practitioners have the range to explore alternate futures and dissect the
interrelated factors that shape them (Auger, 2013).
However, criticisms of speculative design mention that it “comes from a position of white, northern
European, culturally colonising, patriarchal privilege” (Prado de O and Oliveira, 2017) and that
“projects… look at ‘downstream’ problems of capitalism without offering a position on structural
inequalities and problematics” (Ward, 2019). Furthermore, speculative projects, like those created by
Superflux (2021), can often be prescriptive, merely displaying alternate futures without understanding
the required steps to transition toward or avoid specific outcomes.
As a result, speculative design's use must be paired with an extensive reading into design ontology to
deconstruct how norms may affect decision-making, helping to demystify designers’ evolving role and
minimise the risks of future contextual challenges.

2.4.

Contribution Opportunity

Overall, the contextual investigation highlights the necessity for a framework that addresses future
challenges, contextualises present socio-political and cultural dynamics, and lays out an alternative
and achievable vision for design practice.
As a result, the research in this paper aims to address three key questions:
A. How will future social, technical, political, and cultural factors define the next decade and
affect a designer’s role within that time?
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B. How can designers mitigate the identified future challenges and inequalities through their
design process and transition towards preferable futures?
C. What moral and ethical values will be important when dealing with future design problems?
The current literature within design futures offers no coherent frameworks that answer these
questions. Therefore, this project contributes to design academia by constructing a practical,
contextual, and visionary framework that outlines how designers can deal with increasingly complex
and interdependent challenges. The range of foresight within the project will be between 2021 and
2031 since it is relevant to designers today. A longer timeframe would increase uncertainty and run
the risk of producing unrealistic and impractical outcomes. The project aims to deliver a descriptive
manifesto and prescriptive process tools.
The design manifesto will highlight critical areas of importance for the evolving design profession
and guide practitioners in the face of complex contextual challenges. The manifesto will present a
vision of how to transition towards preferable futures.
The design process tools will facilitate the practical implementation of the manifesto’s ideas within
the design process.
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3. Methodology
3.1.

Overview

The research followed the generic foresight model (Fig 5) (Voros, 2003) within the double-diamond
framework (Fig 6). This combined methodology (Fig 7) provided structure to frame the naturally
uncertain, vague, and theoretical ideas of the future within multi-dimensional factors.

Fig 5: Generic Foresight Model
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Fig 6: The Double Diamond Methodology

Fig 7: Combined Methodology
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3.2.

Horizon Scanning

Horizon scanning (Fig 8) anticipated futures outcomes through identifying "drivers” (underlying
causal trends) and "signals" (indicators of potential changes) (National Academies of Sciences et al.,
2020).

Fig 8: Combined Methodology, Stage 1

A comprehensive review of existing futures research and speculative media (Appendix 2) mapped
outcomes within a scope wheel (Fig 9) (Jeansson, 2019), allowing for a taxonomy of signals and
drivers across the STEEPV factors: social, technological, environmental and ecological, economic,
political, and values. The categories were broken into sub-groups (Appendix 3) that defined more
granular themes, with duplicated themes representing different categorical contexts. Using the scope
wheel visually would have proved inefficient; therefore, a relational database was used instead
(Appendix 2). Through this, 136 outcomes were mapped with multi-categorical relationships.
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Fig 10: Combined methodology, stage 2

First, the outcomes in the database were labelled according to the likely time of occurrence. These
were four segments of two and a half years between 2021 and 2031. Next, an impact-uncertainty
matrix plotted the outcomes to define their urgency and severity (Fig 11) (Jeanson, 2019) according to
a key (Appendix 4). Lastly, a futures wheel (Fig 12) (Bengston, 2016) considered each outcome and
extrapolated a chain of potential consequences. These steps were updated iteratively through database
categorisation (Appendix 2) as more speculation improved understanding and clarity.
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Fig 11: Impact-uncertainty matrix
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Fig 12: Futures wheel

3.4.

Worldbuilding

Worldbuilding (Fig 13) defined the broad outcomes into definitive futures by identifying two critical
vectors of change, creating a map that plotted different future scenarios. Seven vectors were initially
identified (Appendix 5). However, a seven-dimensional map would have been difficult to conceive.
Therefore, since vectors A and B captured more critical information than the other vectors, they were
chosen as the primary axes. The other vectors were relegated to scenario-specific characteristics.
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Fig 13: Combined methodology, stage 3

In vector A, absolutism and pluralism describe a tension between hegemony and multiplicity (Kelsen,
1948; Rawls, 1996; Fisher, 2009; Strakosch, 2015; Escobar, 2017). In vector B, the loss of agency and
shift toward privacy describe competing trends of big data analytics and distributed technologies
(Appendix 2).
Using vectors A and B, ten worlds were mapped on a scenario matrix (Fig 14). The boundary lines
indicate scenario extremities, with α and β highlighting that an increase in agency naturally results in
differences, therefore deviating from absolutism. y1 indicates strict absolutism dominated by
authoritarian ideas. The area between y2 and y3 highlight weak pluralism where diversity exists under
hegemonic norms, and y4 indicates strong pluralism where individuals and communities have agency
over their way of being. The asterisks indicate that the environmental crisis is averted.
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Fig 14: Developed Scenario Matrix

These scenarios were expanded through speculative design fiction (Appendix 6) and were mapped on
a futures cone to illustrate how the scenarios may emerge (Fig 5). The projected scenario was
“Surveillance Capitalism”, representing a world where large technology companies centralise power,
data, and capital, thus exerting control over individuals and affecting their agency. The preferred
scenario was “Distributive Agency”, describing a world where there is a decentralisation of power,
data, and capital through market diversity, distributed ledger technologies, and political pluralism;
thus, individuals and communities have agency.
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Fig 16: Combined Methodology, stage 4

The outcome database was duplicated and using insights found from design fiction, the outcomes
were extrapolated into the necessary values for Distributive Agency, with similar values combined
(Appendix 7). Then, based on the backcasting method, four key stages were defined and labelled to
the values: pivoting from norms, creating pluralism, expanding pluralism, and maintaining pluralism

3.5.1. Knowledge Transfer
Similar to how technology transfer seeks inspiration from alternative domains, knowledge transfer
was a strategic process of exploring robust research and theories in social science, anthropology, and
the humanities to validate the proposed values since they were initially speculative and idealistic. This
process developed the final framework, which paired speculation with academic knowledge, resulting
in 72 values (Appendix 8) across six principles of change (Appendix 9) targeting six systemic
challenges (Appendix 10).
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3.6.

Implementation

3.6.1. Framework
The implementation of the framework (Fig 17) shifted Distributive Agency from design fiction to a
metatheoretical framework.

Fig 17: Combined methodology, stage 5

3.6.3. Manifesto Development
The manifesto, titled “Design for Distributive Agency” (Appendix 11), is a descriptive resource that
explains the framework and its use in design practice. It communicates the depth of the framework
within four sections - an introductory essay, systemic challenges, principles of change, and next steps
– and is approaching publishable standards.

3.6.2. Tool Development
The Distributive Agency values differed in their focus, with some being internal considerations and
others being practical steps. Therefore, the values were categorised as either principles, insights,
recommendations or potential tools. Through this, 16 tool opportunities were identified (Appendix
12) and were cross-referenced with the outcomes they sought to target. Tools 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 had the
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most significant opportunity for development due to their novelty and address of significant future
outcomes.
Since tools are not used in isolation, the prerequisites of the selected tools were listed, and an initial
evaluative design methodology emerged. However, only two tools were developed fully due to time
constraints: Combined User Mapping (tool opportunity 5) and Equity Mapping (of tool opportunity
3).
The Combined User Mapping tool is an evaluative process for the development phase of the design
process, mapping at the systems level how different users interact or engage with a design (Appendix
13). Designers place an image or sketch of a design at the centre of the page and describe interaction
instances and engagement periods, using markers to represent primary and periphery
(unintentionally affected) groups. Similar to the futures wheel, second-order interactions and
engagements are then added around a "Sphere of Influence" to enable contextual analysis.
The Equity Mapping tool analyses the equity distribution amongst primary and periphery user groups
through the application of Rawl's work (1971, 1985) (Appendix 14). Rawls has two principles for
delivering equitable pluralism:
1. The Greatest Equal Liberty Principle: individuals within a system should have equal liberty
(Rawls, 1985).
2. The Difference principle: people in a system with the most significant detriments should be
afforded the greatest benefits (Rawls, 1985).
In the tool, designers consider autonomy (Rawls' first principle), pluralism, opportunity (Rawls'
second principle), and reciprocity, ensuring that they distribute each factor equitably before they
consider the next factor. Using the markers, designers map and describe instances where the
advantage of one user group might cause a disadvantage for another user group, after which they
ideate interventions to mitigate the identified inequities. Reciprocity serves as a final check to ensure
balanced interactions for those previously more advantaged and affected by Rawls' second principle.
Overall, the Equity Mapping tool affords a structured way of implementing Rawls’ theory of justice
within a design context, ensuring that designers afford equity.
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4. Validation

Following implementation, validation assessed the success of the outputs (Fig 18).

Fig 18: Combined methodology, stage 6

4.1.

Manifesto Framework

4.1.1. Interview Procedure
Three design academics were recruited to participate in 30-minute interviews that evaluated the
framework. The study was GDPR compliant, and participants were not remunerated. The interviews
were structured with a presentation (Appendix 15) followed by six questions (Appendix 16), three of
which targeted the initial metrics. However, after the framework's presentation, the interviews became
conversational and therefore, not all questions could be asked.
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4.1.2. Interview Results
Dr Weston Baxter
The first interview was with Dr Weston Baxter, a lecturer at the Dyson School of Design Engineering
and director of the Interaction Foundry (Baxter, 2021). Weston has experience developing design
processes (Baxter and Aurisicchio, 2018; Interaction Foundry, 2020); therefore, the Equity Mapping
tool was also discussed.
The interview (Appendix 17) revealed constructive insights related to the practicality of the tool.
Weston explains that the equity mapping process is subjective and recommends using quantifiable
measures [00:17:00]. Although, he goes on to say that its subjectivity would better place it after the
ideation stage [00:25:30]. Overall, Weston thought there was great value in the framework’s ideas, but
his concern was that it did not translate into the tool itself [00:27:00].
Dr Stephen Green
Dr Stephen Green is a principal teaching fellow at the Dyson School of Design Engineering and is a
board member of the British Industrial Design Association with over 30 years of experience in design
consultancy and higher education (Green, 2021).
The interview was significantly positive (Appendix 18). Stephen explained that the framework is at a
philosophical level [00:14:00] and that its strength in its depth. When asked if the framework
addresses current and future challenges, Stephen said, “100%, I think it absolutely does” [00:17:30].
Additionally, he explains that the framework is contextual because it addresses socio-political
challenges [00:32:00]. However, Stephen indicated that the framework might not currently be practical
due to its complexity. Although, he positioned this as a branding problem, explaining that digestible
language would better target general audiences, affording more weight to the framework [00:34:30].
Dr Thrishantha Nanayakkara
Dr Thrishantha Nanayakkara is a lecturer at the Dyson School of Design Engineering and is the
director of the Morph Lab (Nanayakkara, 2021).
The 60-minute interview with Thrishantha was generally positive (Appendix 19), revealing insights
about the framework's implementation. Thrishantha agreed with the relevance of the challenges
[00:48:30] and that the framework presents a vision [00:46:00]. He explained that the ideas have never
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been achieved before [00:39:00] and would be challenging to implement. However, he agreed that
tools and methodologies are helpful to achieve this [00:42:30]. Similar to Stephen, Thrishantha
explained that the manifesto needs to be accessible [00:46:00].

4.2.

Design Process Tools

4.2.1. Workshop Procedure
A cross-sectional two-hour workshop study, hosted on Zoom and Miro, assessed the performance of
the developed tools against the initial metrics. Mature design students (n=8, final year
undergraduate=3, postgraduate=5) were recruited through digital posters on Instagram, Linkedin, and
email (Appendix 20) and split into even groups that evaluated either a product or a service (Appendix
21). The sample was diverse across gender, ethnicity, and cultural backgrounds; therefore, helpful in
gaining broad insights.
A pre-workshop survey evaluated participants' baseline experience and knowledge of designing
equitably on a 5-point Likert scale. A yes-no question gathered whether participants had used equityfocused tools – with an option to explain if they had.
During the workshop, participants had a brief overview of the framework and had 50 minutes to read
their brief, define user groups, and use the Combined User Mapping tool. Participants then had 10
minutes to consider the multi-dimensional advantages and disadvantages imparted onto the user
groups and 30 minutes to use the Equity Mapping tool. Finally, the groups reconvened and discussed
their reflections.
A post-workshop survey evaluated participants' responses to the same Likert questions as the preworkshop survey. Additional Likert question evaluated the tools' performance and whether
participants would use them in practice, and three open-ended questions allowed for qualitative
feedback.
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4.2.2. Workshop Results
Appendix 22 organises the quantitative results from the two surveys, and Appendix 23 collates the
qualitative responses.
Confidence
After being presented with the tools, participants’ confidence in preventing the development of
inequalities from within the design process increased slightly (Q1: μ=2.75, SD=0.43; Q2: μ=3.25,
SD=0.71). However, half of the participants [P1, P5, P6, P8] experienced no change in confidence.
Ability
Similarly, participants felt that they could better understand and design for systemic inequities (Q3:
μ=3.00, SD=0.71; Q4: μ=3.38, SD=0.74), with [P1, P2, P3, P6, P8] experiencing no change in self-assed
ability.
Understanding of equity and fairness
There was a marginal increase in participants’ understanding of equity and fairness (Q5: μ=3.63,
SD=0.70; Q6: μ=3.75, SD=0.71) with [P6] experiencing a 2-point increase and [P2, P8] experiencing a
1-point reduction.
Understanding of intersectionality
Participants experienced an increased understanding of intersectionality (Q7: μ=2.88, SD=1.27; Q8:
μ=3.38, SD=0.92) with [P2, P7] experiencing a 1-point increase, [P6] experiencing a 3-point increase,
and only [P1] experiencing a 1-point reduction.
Tool Usage
Before the workshop, only [P6, P7] used equity-focused design tools (Q9: μ=1.25, SD=0.46). However,
after the workshop, all participants stated that they would use the Combined User Mapping tool (Q10:
μ=2.00, SD=0.00), and a significant majority stated that they would use the Equity Mapping tool (Q11:
μ=1.88, SD=0.35).
Tool Performance
All participants agreed that the tool facilitated the systems-level analysis of their given design (Q12:
μ=4.13, SD=0.35). However, as observed during the session, neither group used the second
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engagement canvas. They instead considered passive periods on the interactions board, highlighting
that the engagement board is redundant.
Participants agreed that the Equity Mapping tool helped identify inequities and ideate interventions
(Q13: μ=3.50, SD=0.93; Q14: μ=3.50, SD=1.07). The tool has a lower performance than the Combined
User Mapping tool, potentially reflecting the limited time within the workshop to fully use the tools.
Tool Visionariness
All participants agreed that the ideas, tool, and principles presented are helpful to facilitate the
transition to fairer and more equitable futures (Q15: μ=4.25, SD=0.46).
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5. Discussion
5.1.

Overview

The research in this paper successfully addresses the initial three questions in section 2.3. By
considering driver and signal factors, the speculative design methodology produced detailed and
academically supported findings of how the next decade will affect designers (A). Knowledge transfer
was particularly effective in bridging the gap between design theory and alternative academic fields.
These findings facilitated the development and implementation of the Distributive Agency
metatheoretical framework, design process tools, and manifesto, which were created to help designers
mitigate future challenges and inequalities (B). The framework contains 72 values of Distributive
Agency that target future ethical and moral socio-political challenges (C).

5.2.

Manifesto Framework

The interviews revealed that the framework is both highly contextual and visionary in its approach.
When asked about the topic, Stephen said, "100%, I think it absolutely does” [00:17:30], and
Thrishantha said, " I think these ideas are great " [00:46:30].
However, there were minor concerns with its practicality. Both Stephen and Thrishantha explained
that the language and ideas were complex and difficult to understand. They mentioned that the
manifesto needs be accessible to wider audiences to attain buy-in, with Stephen positioning the
challenge as a branding problem. This concern is partly due to the inherent complexity of
constructing a philosophical metatheory that addresses the uncomfortable challenges of present times.
There is limited literature on this topic; therefore, speculation had to be paired with academic rigour
to substantiate the ideas. Due to limited time, the framework's development was prioritised over the
manifesto's delivery. It is clear that there has to be a balance between academic validity and audience
capture; however, this does not compromise the framework itself. Instead, it highlights an opportunity
for future work that delivers more digestible resources.
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5.3.

Design Process Tools

The workshop findings highlighted that the tools were generally successful in their address of the
initial metrics. Participants' experienced a slight increase in their confidence (μQ2-Q1=18%), ability (μQ4Q3

=13%), and understanding of intersectionality (μQ8-Q7=17%) compared to their baseline response.

Participants also agreed that the tools were visionary by facilitating equitable transitions (Q15: μ=4.25,
SD=0.46). Although the findings cannot be attributed to a single tool, they show that, together, the
tools were effective in improving designers' contextual understanding of intersectionality.
Furthermore, the findings show that designers would feel more equipped to address inequities from
within the design process and feel more confident that the tools could facilitate change, thus
highlighting the practicality and visionariness of the tool.

5.3.1. Combined User Mapping
The Combined User Mapping Tool is highly practical. All participants are willing to use the tool in
their practice (Q10: μ=2.00, SD=0.00) and agree that the tool facilitated the systems-level analysis of
their given design (Q12: μ=4.13, SD=0.35).
However, the workshop and open-ended questions did reveal issues. Both groups of participants used
the interaction canvas to map both interactions and engagements, highlighting that the engagement
canvas was redundant. This redundancy is due to two reasons: the success of the interaction canvas in
containing various types of user-design relationships and problems with the workshop's delivery.
Additionally, participants [P1, P2, P4] explained that pre-defined personas would have helped them
use the tool, with [P1] in Q18 explaining that that "[their own] personas were basic and were created
from our preconceived notions of the user groups". This feedback shows that the user group exercise
was poorly designed and that the workshop overall could be defined better. However, this feedback
highlights the opportunity to develop a Distributive Agency persona tool since existing methods can
reduce people into stereotypes (Julier and Kimbell, 2019).
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5.3.2. Equity Mapping
The participants particularly enjoyed using the Equity Mapping tool and thought that the visual
representation made it easier to deal with the complexity of their given systems. In Q17, [P1, P2, P6,
P7, P8] gave positive feedback, with [P6] saying:
"I like the Equity mapping. That is a new tool/lens… We might, at best, map out stakeholders
(primary/secondary etc.) but not usually in the lens that we went through."
Overall, participants agreed that the tool helped identify inequities (Q13: μ=3.50, SD=0.93) and ideate
mitigative interventions (Q14: μ=3.50, SD=1.07). Therefore the tool is considered practical. However,
from speaking with participants, they had a limited understanding of reciprocity. Again, this is likely
due to the workshop's delivery issues, with [P1, P3, P6, P7, P8] in Q18 sharing that they felt the theory
and language was hard to grasp and that pre-reading would be beneficial. Moreover, participants
expressed that they felt rushed, and since reciprocity was the last part of the tool, participants likely
did not have time to understand it fully.

5.4.

Reflections

Time constraints meant that development was prioritised over validation. As a result, the sample size
of the studies was limited. Although some had experience as practitioners, there was no representation
of actively practising designers, whose insights would have been beneficial as the primary audience.
There was an attempt to include practitioners; however, communication was slow, and it was easier to
recruit within the university.
Although the workshop revealed positive insights, a longitudinal study that tested the design tools
through a project would be ideal since it would enable an analytical research-driven application of the
tools and allow for rigorous monitoring of tools' usage and real-world impact. This way, Weston's
suggestion of using quantifiable measures could be a better evaluation of the tools. With more time,
participants could have benefitted from reading the entire manifesto. That way, the concerns of
accessibility may have been reduced, and the understanding of equity might have been greater than
3.3% (μQ6-Q5).
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5.5.

Future Work

As a relatively new profession, there are competing ideas of the purpose and definition of design
(Meyer and Norman, 2020). As a result, there is a need for a unified theory to situate design
knowledge. This has historically not happened due to "theory being tied to single domains of practice,
[and] a neglect of epistemological and ontological issues in theory-making" (Love, 2002) as cited by
Green, Southee and Boult (2014).
The research in this paper provides a surface-level exploration on this issue; however, there a
significant opportunity to expand this and similar work to derive a theory of design from first
principles. Additionally, future work could explore the tool opportunities (Appendix 12), include
knowledge from alternative fields, and expand the worldbuilding scenario into experiential design
works, similar to Superflux. Through this, designers can collectively work towards shared goals of
equity and pluralism and avert the creation of new dystopias.
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6. Conclusion

This paper combined a speculative design methodology with interdisciplinary academic research to
determine how current and future contextual challenges will affect designers within the next decade.
The implementation of the findings within the Distributive Agency metatheoretical design framework
provides designers with an optimistic vision that counters current dystopian trajectories. A descriptive
manifesto serves as a heuristic to afford designers with 72 values that are contextual to current times.
Additionally, prescriptive design tools afford practical methods for design practice that help create
system-level equity.
Interviews with design academics validated the Distributive Agency framework but also raised minor
accessibility concerns. A cross-sectional workshop study showed that the design tools improved
participants' understanding of intersectionally (μQ8-Q7=17%), and their confidence (μQ2-Q1=18%) and
self-assessed ability (μQ4-Q3=13%) in designing for inequities. Although a small sample size limits the
study's conclusiveness, it revealed that all participants would use the Combined User Mapping tool,
and a significant majority would use the Equity Mapping tool in their practice.
Future work could develop the framework through additional design tools, more rigorous evaluation,
and scenario envisioning. Overall, the research is an essential first step in transitioning away from
present challenges and shifting towards more equitable and plural futures.
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9.2.

Appendix 2 – Future Outcomes

The entire relational database listing the future outcomes is located within the following link:
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9.6.

Appendix 6 - Worldbuilding

Distributive Agency
Description
In this world, people increasingly reject traditional capitalist values like exploitation, excessive
consumption, unbounded growth, big data analytics, targeted advertising, and economic inequality.
As a result, communities have the freedom to organise in relational ways that recognise that there is
no single 'correct' way that people should live. DLT's create the infrastructure for new ways of living
and help to propel pluralism.
Prior market concentration is now replaced with a more diverse market spearheaded by anti‐
competitive regulations and distributed ledger technologies. Big tech embraced DLT ledger
technology and legacy companies transition toward blockchain infrastructure. Privacy is seen as a
fundamental right and is upheld through the mass adoption of DLTs. A new wave of decentralised
alternatives co‐exist with legacy big tech. In this world, an independent digital ID system powered by
DLTs will ensure transparency, authenticity, and safety within online spaces. Overall, people have
more trust and agency. Misinformation is tackled using a DLT consensus system, thus echo‐
chambers are not as strong as before. Furthermore, people are more aware of alternative opinions
therefore misinformation is radically disempowered.
There is a shift away from the previous surveillance capitalism model where data was sold to
advertisers. In this world. businesses develop new models with privacy now an unshakable
expectation. In this world, people are aware of how their data is used and digital literacy is common.
Artificial Intelligence is a key driving force affecting change in this world, however its use is highly
regulated. Users of AI systems would need prior training and would have to abide by an ethical code
of conduct. There would be a focus on quality datasets and more representative training models.
In this world, globalisation and market monopolisation is replaced with localism where communities
have enough autonomy and agency to create systems that serve them best. No single worldview
dominates, therefore there is greater respect and acceptance of different ways of living and being.
People are free to explore, learn, and live in different communities. Local communities may be
organised based on commonalities that cannot be clearly identified at present.
Impact on Inequalities
Traditions of capitalism still exist, albeit in a less exaggerated form. Inequalities are minimised but
never fully resolved. There is still a focus on economic growth and this sometimes comes at the
expense of exploitation, short‐cut mentality, and a functionalist mode of design. Inequalities are
radically reduced as communities have more agency. A quality/satisfaction of life index replaces gdp
as a measure of progress.
Although there may be a majority, there is not a hegemony of cultures, design, and thought.
Alternative modes of thinking are accepted. For example, Afrofuturist thought, socialist ideas, and
non‐western culture become established within the norm as minority perspectives. However, this
also means that far‐right communities also may have relatively more autonomy. The social
organisation is stable. Occasionally there is a push toward a universal absolutist system. Although
the government has strong regulation, the philosophy of decentralisation begins to give agency to
companies and communities in how they organise, as long as they follow the sprit of the law. In this
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sense, plurality begins to emerge where different modes of living, being, and operating co‐exist
within a single loosely defined system. A new pluralistic democratic system where all communities
have stake influences how state is operates and regulates.
In this world, the climate crisis is averted through effective climate policy and regulation. People
externalise the environmental problem and different communities work to together in plural ways to
solve problems. Overall, in this world, decentralisation is used for the state to maintain cohesion
without strict interventions.
Impact for designers
Designers and Engineers need to follow principles of ethical conduct when designing and
implementing digital products and services. In this world, designers and engineers are the power
brokers in the position to affect the largest change. Designers and engineers need to have a
thorough understanding of cultures and alternative means of creation. Co‐design methodologies will
be used to work with communities.
As local communities gain more agency, designers and engineers will facilitate local innovation. As a
result, there will be an explosion of diversity (Imagine if all the cultures in the world had the same
resources as the West. Think Afrofuturism in Black Panther). Local innovation will result in plural
ways using technologies like AI, Robotics, DLTs, etc. Universal design norms will be replaced will local
design norms. In this world, the innovations or design norms whos fundamental existence benefit all
communities will become universal norms (Think agriculture, industrialisation, internet). In addition,
regulatory frameworks and codes of conducts will also be another cause for universality. In all other
aspects, designers will need to study local cultures to design for and within them.
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Distributive Capitalism
Description
In this world, people increasingly reject traditional capitalist values like exploitation, excessive
consumption, unbounded growth, big data analytics, targeted advertising, and economic inequality.
As result government uses more interventionist policies to centre environmentalism, privacy, and
transparency as key principles that companies must adopt. Prior market concentration is now
replaced with a more diverse market spearheaded by anti‐competitive regulations and distributed
ledger technologies. Big tech embraced DLT ledger technology and legacy companies transition
toward blockchain infrastructure. Privacy is seen as a fundamental right and is upheld through the
mass adoption of DLTs. A new wave of decentralised alternatives compete and either or co‐exist
with legacy big tech. In this world, an independent digital ID system powered by DLTs will ensure
transparency, authenticity, and safety within online spaces. Overall, people have more trust and
agency. Misinformation is tackled using a DLT consensus system, thus echo‐chambers are not as
strong as before. There is a shift away from the previous surveillance capitalism model where data
was sold to advertisers. In this world. businesses develop new models with privacy now an
expectation. In this world, people are aware of how their data is used and digital literacy is common.
Artificial Intelligence is a key driving affecting change in this world, however its use is highly
regulated. Users of AI systems would need prior training and would have to abide by an ethical code
of conduct. There would be a focus on quality datasets and more representative training models.
However, as AI matures, models become so complex that designers and engineers are often unable
to identify how decisions are made and a culture arises where AI decision‐making supersedes human
decision‐making.
Impact on Inequalities
Traditions of capitalism still exist, albeit in a less exaggerated form. Inequalities are minimised but
never fully resolved. There is still a focus on economic growth and this sometimes comes at the
expense of exploitation, short‐cut mentality, and a functionalist mode of design. There continues to
be a hegemony of western cultures, design, and thought. However alternative modes of thinking are
challenged less. For example, Afrofuturist thought, socialist ideas, and non‐western culture become
established within the norm as minority perspectives. However, this also means that far‐right
communities also have relatively more autonomy. The stability of this social organisation is not
guaranteed and there is sometimes tension. Occasionally there is a push toward a universal
absolutist system. Although the government has strong regulation, the philosophy of
decentralisation begins to give agency to companies and communities in how they organise, as long
as they follow the sprit of the law. In this sense, plurality begins to emerge where different modes of
living, being, and operating co‐exist within a single loosely defined system. A widespread belief in
western human rights justify the means by which the state is willing regulate companies and
centralise power.
In this world, the climate crisis is averted through effective climate policy and regulation. People
externalise the environmental problem and different communities work to together in plural ways to
solve problems. Overall, in this world, decentralisation is used for the state to maintain regulation
without strict interventions.
Impact for designers
Designers and Engineers need to follow principles of ethical conduct when designing and
implementing digital products and services. In this world, designers and engineers are the power
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brokers in the position to affect the largest change. Designers and engineers need to have a
thorough understanding of cultures and alternative means of creation. Co‐design methodologies will
be used to work with communities. There will exist a tension between what is beneficial for the self
(promotion, increased salary, notoriety, respect, stability, security) vs what is beneficial for the
greater good. Due to the existent of ethical frameworks and, design outputs may lack a diversity in
style and approach.
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State Centralisation
Description
In this world, people increasingly reject traditional capitalist values like exploitation, excessive
consumption, unbounded growth, big data analytics, targeted advertising, and economic inequality.
As result government uses more interventionist policies to centre environmentalism, privacy, and
transparency as key principles that companies must adopt. Prior market concentration is now
replaced with a more diverse market spearheaded by anti‐competitive regulations. As a result of
new regulations, big tech fails to secure its hold on power and must adapt their practice to conform
to government regulation. However, although privacy will be a freedom afforded by this world, this
will be achieved through centralisation and a rejection of distributed ledger technologies. Privacy
centred companies will compete with legacy companies, however DLT will fail to breakthrough. DLTs
will continue to exist but will serve a minority of people in elite circles or in the dark web.
Cryptocurrencies would be banned. In this world, the government would implement an digital ID
system that ensures transparency, authenticity, and safety within online spaces. Privacy may be seen
as important, but not right, thus there may be disparities in who has access to privacy tools and
service. Overall people feel like their freedom to have privacy is respected. People are more trusting
than if the markets were left to self‐regulate.
There is a shift away from the previous surveilence capitalism model where data was sold to
advertisers. In this world. businesses develop new models. Unlike before, it is common for internet
services to have a pay wall as companies claim this ensures privacy. In this world, people are aware
of how their data is used and digital literacy is common. Artificial Intelligence is a key driving
affecting change in this world, however its use is highly regulated. Users of AI system would need
prior traing and would have to abide by an ethical code of conduct. There would be a focus on
quality datasets and more representative training models. However, as AI matures, models become
so complex that designers and engineers are often unable to identify how decisions are made and a
culture arises where AI decision‐making supersedes human decision‐making.
Traditions of capitalism still exist, albeit in a less exaggerated form. Inequalities are minimised but
never full resolved. Big tech and capitalist forces are constantly monitoring public awareness and
attitude to privacy in case they can get away with the odd privacy infringement. A widespread belief
in western human rights justify the means by which the state is willing regulate companies and
centralise power.
In this world, the climate crisis is averted through effective climate policy and regulation. People
externalise the environmental problem, recognising that many of the harms have been produced
due to historical greed, consumption, and exploitation.
Overall, in this world, there is still an absolutism towards the government with their philosophy
being deemed as the only way in which people have maintain their lifestyles and freedom.
Alternatives to the status quo, like blockchain, are highly unfavoured. Decentralisation is seen as a
threat to this worldview.
Impact on Inequalities
In this world, measurable inequalities minimised through government intervention. However,
alternative ways of living, being, communicating, organising, and designing are not favoured. As a
result, there is diversity without and high degree of plurality. Colonial values are still upheld and
decolonial is seen as threat because it challenges the cultural absolutism that this worldview is build
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from. Innovation may be harder due to stronger regulation and this may prevent the growth of new
companies.
Impact on Designers
Designers and Engineers need to follow principles of ethical conduct when designing and
implementing digital products and services. In this world, designers and engineers are the power
brokers in the position to affect the largest change. Technological determinism and a belief in the
cartesian tradition will become a key tenant that justifies increasingly dubious choices. Designers
and engineers will need to ensure alternative perspectives are explored and always question why
key decisions are being made. There will exist a tension between what is beneficial for the self
(promotion, increased salary, notoriety, respect, stability, security) vs what is beneficial for the
greater good. Due a culture of absolutism, representation of non‐normative peoples would be
needed to counter a tendency toward homogeneity. Due to the existent of ethical frameworks and,
design outputs may lack a diversity in style and approach.
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Capitalism Adapts
Description
In this world, people increasingly reject traditional capitalist values like exploitation, excessive
consumption, unbounded growth, big data analytics, targeted advertising, and economic inequality.
As result capitalism reinvents itself, centring environmentalism, privacy, and transparency as new
principles. Market concentration and monopolisation means that a few actors wield enormous
amounts of control and influence over people's daily lives. This power concentration means that the
key actors (i..e 'Big Tech') have more influence over national governments in some instances.
Continued privatisation means that government relies on Big Tech for implementing and delivering
critical infrastructure and services. Big Tech has a culture of privacy, but this is still based on a
centralisation of data instead of the adoption of decentralised technologies. Privacy centred
companies will compete with legacy companies, however DLT will fail to breakthrough. Privacy may
be seen as important, but not right, thus there may be disparities in who has access to privacy tools
and service. Overall people feel like their freedom to have privacy is respected. Occasionally, hacks
and leaks reveal sensitive information and cause the odd scandal in which interests, behaviours,
emotional data are weaponised. In this world, people are aware of how their data is used and digital
literacy is common. Artificial Intelligence is a key driving force of market concentration, demanding
that Big Tech acquires more and more data to train their algorithms. Artificial Intelligence models
become so complex that designers and engineers are often unable to identify how decisions are
made and a culture arises where AI decision‐making supersedes human decision‐making. To acquire
data, Big Tech resorts to increasingly invasive methods, analysing behaviours, emotions, and
thoughts. This is data is used internally to continually optimise services and perpetuate a culture of
consumption and accumulation. There is very little separation between work and personal lives
since technology is used in almost every aspect of daily life. People will have technology fatigue and
will be expected to be constantly available for work at all hours of the day. Traditions of capitalism
still exist, albeit in a less exaggerated form. Inequalities are minimised but never full resolved. Big
tech and capitalist forces are constantly monitoring public awareness and attitude to privacy in case
they can get away with the odd privacy infringement. A widespread belief in technological
determinism and the idea of a tech utopia justify the means by which the market is willing to achieve
economic growth.
At the same time, Eco‐Capitalism emerges. Environmental action is internalised as a culture of
individual responsibility still exists. This means that people resort to minor lifestyle changes whilst
Big Tech continues its tradition of resource mining and energy consumption. Brands and companies
will start capitalising on peoples' environmental insecurity, often using greenwashing as a tactic to
convince people to buy into their products and services. Circular business models emerge but still
remain a minority. The climate crises will be averted but at a slow pace. This means that ecological
disasters will still occur and significant events like environmental migration will happen.
Impact on Inequalities
In this world, inequalities are heightened as people's agency is reduced. Stock prices are high, GDP is
healthy, and there is a growing middle class. However, under the surface economic inequality is at
an all‐time high and living standards have reduced relative to the progress that has occurred. When
consumerism runs dry, exploitation continues to be a key mechanism by which growth is ensured.
This means that working‐class people and minorities suffer the most. Social mobility becomes harder
as data inequalities, educational inequalities, and health inequalities compound. In this world, the
rich use technologies like AI to optimise their life, and thus their opportunities for success. As quality
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work becomes increasingly hard to achieve, designers and engineers become saturated with a
homogenous world view ‐ stifling alternatives to the status quo.
Impact on Designers
Designers and Engineers need to follow principles of ethical conduct when designing and
implementing digital products and services. In this world, designers and engineers are the power
brokers in the position to affect the largest change. Technological determinism and a belief in the
cartesian tradition will become a key tenant that justifies increasingly dubious choices. Designers
and engineers will need to ensure alternative perspectives are explored and always question why
key decisions are being made. There will exist a tension between what is beneficial for the self
(promotion, increased salary, notoriety, respect, stability, security) vs what is beneficial for the
greater good. These tensions will play out within the inside of Big Tech organisations. Too much
friction within these organisation will mean that a 'natural selection' will pick the most obedient,
productive, and subservient designers and engineers to acquire key roles.
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Apathetic Existence
Description
In this world a mixture of echo‐chambers, surveillance capitalism, absolutism, diversity and
fragmentation mean that people become apathetic. Government is mildly inefficient, inequalities
are mildly present, big data analytics is increasing personal. No radical changes happen and
neutrality becomes the single most important value in this society. As a result, there often fails to be
a consensus or majority on what should happened. The climate crisis gets increasingly worse and
people become hopeless for the future because they believe nothing ever changes.
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Societal Segregation
Description
In this world the adoption of AI and XR technologies result in the permanent phenomenon of echo‐
chambers. Markets are concentrated and big tech becomes a powerful force. AI will increase the
sophistication of echo‐chambers and will produce few worldviews. In this society, echo‐chambers
cause division, but instead of extreme fragmentation, a minority will create separate digital spaces
for themselves. For example, the far‐right may use Parler, and African Americans may create their
own platforms, whilst the majority continue to use services offered by Big Tech. In this world, there
is a return to segregation but within digital spaces. The difference in this world however is act of self‐
segregation instead of regulated segregation. Big data analytics will be restricted to the user bases of
partisan services, thus, AI models will be trained to reinforce ideological norms and may pull users to
extreme forms of thinking. In this society, a weak pluralism exists where alternatives to living and
being exist, but are generally not accepted. Segregated digital spaces become a safe space for
minorities to exist, but may pull thinking toward extremes. These spaces are used for collective
organisation, protest, and activism. Environmentalism is divisive and fails to materialise into action
due to a fragmentation and a lack of coordination. This means that people resort to minor lifestyle
changes whilst Big Tech continues its tradition of resource mining and energy consumption. The
climate crises continues to get worse.
Impact on Inequalities
In this world, inequalities are heightened as people's agency is reduced. Stock prices are high, GDP is
healthy, and there is a growing middle class. However, under the surface economic inequality is at
an all time high and living standards have reduced relative to the progress that has occurred. When
consumerism runs dry, exploitation continues to be a key mechanism by which growth is ensured.
This means that working class people and minorities suffer the most. Social mobility becomes harder
as data inequalities, educational inequalities, and health inequalities are compound. In this world,
the rich uses technologies like AI to optimise their life, and thus their opportunities for success.
However, self‐segregated spaces mature, they support their user bases. There exists a competition
between mainstream and alternative opinions.
Impact on Designers
In this world, designers and engineers have failed to construct a vison for what their practice ought
to be. Thus their roles are politicised by external forces. As a result, designers and engineers become
partisan themselves and fragment the design and engineering professions. Designers and engineers
are the power brokers in the position to affect the largest change. Cultural myths created by AI
echo‐chambers will become a key tenant that justifies increasingly dubious choices. Designers and
engineers will need to ensure alternative perspectives are explored and always question why key
decisions are being made. There will exist a tension between what is beneficial for the self
(promotion, increased salary, notoriety, respect, stability, security) vs what is beneficial for the
greater good. These tensions will play out within the inside of Big Tech. Too much friction within
these organisation will mean that a 'natural selection' will pick the most obedient, productive, and
subservient designers and engineers to acquire key roles.
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Societal Fragmentation
Description
In this world the adoption of AI and XR technologies result in the permanent phenomenon of echo‐
chambers. Markets are concentrated and big tech becomes a powerful force. AI will increase the
sophistication of echo‐chambers and will produce few worldviews. In this society, echo‐chambers
cause division, but instead of extreme fragmentation, a minority will create separate digital spaces
for themselves. For example, the far‐right may use Parler, and African Americans may create their
own platforms, whilst the majority continue to use services offered by Big Tech. In this world, there
is a return to segregation but within digital spaces. The difference in this world however is act of self‐
segregation instead of regulated segregation. Big data analytics will be restricted to the user bases of
partisan services, thus, AI models will be trained to reinforce ideological norms and may pull users to
extreme forms of thinking. In this society, a weak pluralism exists where alternatives to living and
being exist, but are generally not accepted. Segregated digital spaces become a safe space for
minorities to exist, but may pull thinking toward extremes. These spaces are used for collective
organisation, protest, and activism. Environmentalism is divisive and fails to materialise into action
due to a fragmentation and a lack of coordination. This means that people resort to minor lifestyle
changes whilst Big Tech continues its tradition of resource mining and energy consumption. The
climate crises continues to get worse.
Impact on Inequalities
In this world, inequalities are heightened as people's agency is reduced. Stock prices are high, GDP is
healthy, and there is a growing middle class. However, under the surface economic inequality is at
an all time high and living standards have reduced relative to the progress that has occurred. When
consumerism runs dry, exploitation continues to be a key mechanism by which growth is ensured.
This means that working class people and minorities suffer the most. Social mobility becomes harder
as data inequalities, educational inequalities, and health inequalities are compound. In this world,
the rich uses technologies like AI to optimise their life, and thus their opportunities for success.
However, self‐segregated spaces mature, they support their user bases. There exists a competition
between mainstream and alternative opinions.
Impact on Designers
In this world, designers and engineers have failed to construct a vison for what their practice ought
to be. Thus their roles are politicised by external forces. As a result, designers and engineers become
partisan themselves and fragment the design and engineering professions. Designers and engineers
are the power brokers in the position to affect the largest change. Cultural myths created by AI
echo‐chambers will become a key tenant that justifies increasingly dubious choices. Designers and
engineers will need to ensure alternative perspectives are explored and always question why key
decisions are being made. There will exist a tension between what is beneficial for the self
(promotion, increased salary, notoriety, respect, stability, security) vs what is beneficial for the
greater good. These tensions will play out within the inside of Big Tech. Too much friction within
these organisation will mean that a 'natural selection' will pick the most obedient, productive, and
subservient designers and engineers to acquire key roles.
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Surveillance Capitalism
Description
Market concentration and monopolisation means that a few actors wield enormous amounts of
control and influence over people's daily lives. This power concentration means that the key actors
(i..e 'Big Tech') have more influence over national governments in some instances. Continued
privatisation means that government relies on Big Tech for implementing and delivering critical
infrastructure and services. Designers and Engineers are concentrated within Big Tech with
innovations and research often not disclosed to the broader academic domain. Artificial Intelligence
is a key driving force of market concentration, demanding that Big Tech acquires more and more
data to train their algorithms. Artificial Intelligence models become so complex that designers and
engineers are often unable to identify how decisions are made and a culture arises where AI
decision‐making supersedes human decision‐making. To acquire data, Big Tech resorts to
increasingly invasive methods, analysing behaviours, emotions, and thoughts. This is data is sold to
advertisers who themselves use more aggressive methods to perpetuate a culture of constant
consumption and accumulation. As a result, there is very little separation between the public and
private, work and personal lives, and actions and thoughts. A widespread belief in technological
determinism and the idea of a tech utopia justify the morally questionable means by which the
market is willing to achieve economic growth. Environmentalism is a cultural value, yet fails to
materialise into action due to a widespread internalisation of the environmental crisis. This means
that people resort to minor lifestyle changes whilst Big Tech continues its tradition of resource
mining and energy consumption.
Impact on Inequalities
In this world, inequalities are heightened as people's agency is reduced. Stock prices are high, GDP is
healthy, and there is a growing middle class. However, under the surface economic inequality is at
an all time high and living standards have reduced relative to the progress that has occurred. When
consumerism runs dry, exploitation continues to be a key mechanism by which growth is ensured.
This means that working class people and minorities suffer the most. Social mobility becomes harder
as data inequalities, educational inequalities, and health inequalities compound. In this world, the
rich uses technologies like AI to optimise their life, and thus their opportunities for success. As
quality work becomes increasingly hard to achieve, designers and engineers become saturated with
a homogenous world view ‐ stifling alternatives to the status quo.
Impact on Designers
In this world, designers and engineers are the power brokers in the position to affect the largest
change. Technological determinism and a belief in the cartesian tradition will become a key tenant
that justifies increasingly dubious choices. Designers and engineers will need to ensure alternative
perspectives are explored and always question why key decisions are being made. There will exist a
tension between what is beneficial for the self (promotion, increased salary, notoriety, respect,
stability, security) vs what is beneficial for the greater good. These tensions will play out within the
inside of Big Tech organisations. Too much friction within these organisation will mean that a
'natural selection' will pick the most obedient, productive, and subservient designers and engineers
to acquire key roles.
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Surveillance Authoritarianism
Description
Market concentration and monopolisation through state acquisition means that the government and
its partner businesses wield enormous amounts of control and influence over people's daily lives.
This power concentration means that the government departments act like independent enterprises
with independent resources and common goals. High levels of state acquisition means hat the
government itself implements and delivers critical infrastructure and services. These included
previous market orientated industries like the arts, entertainment, sports, etc. Through this control,
the government can effectively distribute its own world view, limiting alternatives perspectives on
living and being. Designers and Engineers are concentrated within government departments and
innovations are often not disclosed to the broader academic domain. Artificial Intelligence is a key
driving force of this power concentration. The government preserves its structure though big data
analytics and aggregated models. Artificial Intelligence models become so complex that designers
and engineers are often unable to identify how decisions are made and a culture arises where AI
decision‐making supersedes human decision‐making. To acquire data, government departments
resort to increasingly invasive methods, analysing behaviours, emotions, and thoughts. Since this
world is highly centralised, granular and interconnected digital twins are used to predict actions. As a
result, prevention becomes a key mechanism in stifling descent. As this society becomes Orwellian,
there is very little separation between the public and private, work and personal lives, and actions
and thoughts. A widespread belief in technological determinism and the idea of a tech utopia
justifies the morally questionable means by which the state is willing to maintain its control.
Misinformation and echo‐chambers will reinforce propaganda. This may alter peoples' entire
perspective through technologies like XR.
Environmentalism is a cultural value, and successfully materialises into action due to collective
organisation and coordination by the state. This means that people are constantly thankful to the
state for maintaining their lifestyle in the face of potential environmental disaster.
Impact on Inequalities
In this world, inequalities are heightened as people's agency is reduced. Stability in this world is
ensured through the creation of cultural myths and dualism that create divisions and other
alternative modes of living and being. There is less economic inequality, however, a strict belief in an
absolute world view means that non‐normative peoples need to conform to narrow definition of
what is right and wrong. Surveillance is a critical tool that is used and is disproportionately higher in
areas with large minority communities. This means that working class people and minorities suffer
the most. A social credit systems and a government run ID system rewards behaviours that conform
to the norm and they pre‐emptively punish behaviours and thoughts that do not conform to the
norm.
Impact on Designers
In this world, designers and engineers are the power brokers in the position to affect the largest
change, but are forced to conform to a homogenous world view ‐ stifling alternatives to the status
quo. Technological determinism and a belief in cultural myths will become a key tenant that justifies
increasingly dubious choices. Designers and engineers will need to ensure alternative perspectives
are explored and always question why key decisions are being made under the guise of what is best
for the state. There will exist a tension between what is beneficial for the state vs what is beneficial
for the greater good. These tensions will play out within the inside of government departments. Too
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much friction within these departments will mean that a 'natural selection' will pick the most
obedient, productive, and subservient designers and engineers to acquire key roles. and enact key
decisons.
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Technological Eco‐Fascism
Description
Technological Eco‐Fascism is a potential world within surveillance authoritarianism. In this world, the
myth of natural order and overpopulation will be weaponised and will create a hierarchy. The use of
personalised genetic services will result in a genetic determinism and a revival of eugenics that
justifies this world's hierarchical organisation. Through this myth, minorities will be persecuted and
prevented from having children "for the sake of the planet". This may result in a genocide. There will
be a widespread belief that the environmental crisis happened because of a specific group of people.
A cult‐like scenario may emerge whereby citizens are led to sacrifice themselves for the sake of
nature ‐ similar to the Jonestown massacre in the 80s.
Impact on Inequalities
In this world, inequalities are heightened as people's agency is reduced. Stability in this world is
ensured through the creation of cultural myths and dualism that create divisions and other
alternative modes of living and being. Economic inequality is justified through the hierarchy. A strict
belief in an absolute world view means that non‐normative peoples need to conform to narrow
definition of what is right and wrong, or risk being persecuted. Surveillance is a critical tool that is
used and is disproportionately higher in areas with large minority communities. This means that
working class people and minorities suffer the most. A social credit systems and a government run ID
system rewards behaviours that conform to the norm and they pre‐emptively punish behaviours and
thoughts that do not conform to the norm. There may exist a system where negative environmental
impact is the measure of progress (similar to money in a capitalist system). In this scenario, those
who produce the most environmental harm are seen as deserving of lower living standards and
persecution. Inequalities may mean that minorities and non‐normative peoples have to resort to
environmentally expensive behaviours, thus fulfilling a cycle that justifies their persecution.
Impact on Designers
In this world, designers and engineers are create and maintain the system. Environmental and
cultural myths will become a key tenant that justifies increasingly dubious choices. Designers and
engineers will need to ensure alternative perspectives are explored and always question why key
decisions are being made under the guise of what is best for the state. There will exist a tension
between what is beneficial for the state vs the greater good. These tensions will play out within the
inside of government departments. Too much friction within these departments will mean that a
'natural selection' will pick the most obedient, productive, and subservient designers and engineers
to acquire key roles. and enact key decisions.
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9.7.

Appendix 7 – Backcasted Values

The entire relational database listing the backcasted values is located within the following link:
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environmental catastrophe. And in this dystopia, the poorest and
most marginalised people in society are disproportionally affected

Sa

the most.
Today, almost everything is subject to extensive theorisation
and calculation such that they can be designed for2, which isn’t

ym

cultural norms, this has meant that designers are now experts
in manipulation and exploitation and are now blind cogs in the
machine of the free market, which seeks to concentrate wealth
and power amongst a select few. In this way, design has become
focused on engagement as a core metric to convince people
to conform to certain ideals. A sort of advertising that Papanek

H

Introduction

inherently bad. Still, in the context of our social-political and

warned of fifty years ago. As a result, our current model of design

In 1971, Victor Papanek wrote: “There are professions more
1

possibly only one profession is phonier. Advertising Design, in
persuading people to buy things they don’t need, with money
they don’t have, in order to impress others who don’t care, is
and the entire field of design itself is the most harmful device
on the planet.

Design has existed alongside humans for centuries, even before
we gave it the title of design. It has been a dynamic force with a
tradition of innovation and change that has shaped our existence
across places, cultures, and time3.

The first great designer was nature itself, and it used evolution

in

In 2021, our model of designing has coincided with a history of

we face today.

sa

probably the phoniest field in existence today”. Fifty years later,

us

harmful than industrial design, but only a very few of them. And

is not only complicit but is actively producing many of the harms

colonialism, modernity, neoliberalism to produce a dystopian

as its primary method of change. When humans came along,

nightmare of societal fragmentation, extreme inequality, and

we similarly and unintentionally used trial, error, and chance
5

over the centuries to design our societies3. For example, with

boundaries, communicating culture, and meeting the needs of a

the agricultural revolution, we designed cultures and norms that

new globalised world2,4.

Sa

made it easier to feed people, specialise knowledge, and grow
With the explosion of the internet, digital technologies, and

of being, we designed a system of currency, the fundamentals

vast quantities of data, design is now about engagement,

of which still exist today, by which goods and services could be

personalisation, and ease. As a result, we have expanded the

exchanged under a shared understanding of value3. That allowed

definition of design from the creation of products to the creation of

for markets, trade, and labour3. On top of that, we designed an

entire systems, services, and experiences5. This means that design

array of cultures with different sets of values to suit the context of

now affects every single interaction with both people and objects,

people living in a community3. And in those cultures, we designed

whether we like it or not. In that sense, we are transitioning

traditions, myths, and rituals, to uphold specific values and

toward a collective realisation that design is all-encompassing.

maintain cohesion, loyalty, and stability3.

This can even be seen by how we, as designers, describe design.

ym

communities3. As we transitioned away from hunter-gatherer ways
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There are almost too many sub-disciplines to name. They can

With the industrial revolution and the Great Exhibition of 1851, we

include product design, systems design, service design, web

began to call the act of creating, design, albeit in a limited scope.

design, user interface design, experience design, behavioural

industrial innovations and crafting methods. By the early 20th
century, design became more defined and intentional, focusing
design, as it was called, became a defined profession where the
design was strictly about utility, performance, and addressing
the needs of manufacturers and consumers4. After World War

installation design. In short, design is becoming interdisciplinary
and metaphysical. Because of this transition, we are now at a
unique point where we can design almost anything. However, the
awareness that design is all-encompassing hasn’t yet caught up
with us.

Because of this disconnect, our perception of design is limited

in

2 and the economic boom of the West, design was about hope,

design, design engineering, graphic design, fashion design, and

sa

on physical objects4. During the period of Bauhaus, industrial

us

At that time, design was the materialisation of art through new

imagination, and meeting the needs of a new growing middle

to the social, cultural, political, and environmental boundaries

class4. And after the Cold War, design was about breaking

of the present day, which we assume is normal, universal, and

6

design, manufacture, and distribute devices across the world,

system of socio-political organisation where a culture of

the cost of production needs to be less than the selling price—

consumerism coupled with the centralisation of power within free

basic economics. However, considering the sheer complexity

markets6 means that designers are now powerful actors in the

of smartphone production, with it being an amalgamation of

development of our societies, able to influence the behaviours

components with nested supply chains that themselves also

and thoughts of the masses through the dissemination of carefully

have to balance production costs and selling prices, the final

articulated products, systems, and services.

product is far too cheap to be ethical. The entire supply chain

ym

Sa

unchanging2. In today’s reality, neoliberalism is the dominant

requires mining, processing, manufacturing, shipping, additional
processing, assembling, and packing multiple times over. And

primary indicator of progress, creating a world where profits

considering that every person that contributes to the chain needs

are placed before people and decisions are made to serve only

good working conditions and a liveable wage, the system presents

the wealthiest. And designers have, knowingly or unknowingly,

no other ways to conceive of its success other than through

been merely the cogs in the machine by which this dynamic has

the reliance on exploitative labour practices. Labour practices

occurred. However, we have no one to blame other than ourselves.

use children and slaves in developing regions to produce costs

This was exactly what we set to do. Our universal values of

savings that directly benefit developed countries. And even though

designing is centred improving efficiency and performance, which
improves economic productivity, and is centred on delivering
consumers with convenience, personalisation, and choice, which

this system is extensive and complex, it is a direct consequence
of design decisions cascaded across this typical smartphone
company.
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creates the illusion of prosperity6.
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As a result, economic growth and consumer choice is now the

And we, as designers, have never really given this much thought.

However, the incessant desire to functionalise our ways of being
along with the pressure of economic growth from investors,

down, we know it’s wrong? But at the end of the day, we like our
fancy gadgets, fat wage, and playground offices, and the life we

in

C-Level executives, and managers, means that at times, we trade

Maybe we have even actively avoided the topic because, deep

real innovation for exploitation, taking shortcuts to create gains.

have constructed for ourselves is too good to trade for a problem

For example, take the latest flagship smartphone. To profitably

that seems so far removed from ourselves. We as a community

8

9

have never questioned anything beyond this paradigm of design

in producing them. And that is understandable; no one person

where producing and consuming comes at the expense of other

is to blame. However, we have each had a participatory role in

people. Our Neoliberal worldview is all we have ever known. It has

Sa

keeping the system going, and our current model of design has

been so universal and unchanging that it seems as though this is

been the critical system that has kept us doing so. For example,

how humans have always been6. It seems almost as fundamental

design for mass production has enabled excessive consumerism

to business and the economy and human ability to breathe. Hence,

and a disposable culture that is taking resources faster than can

we have never sought to question how and why things are the way

ym

they are.

This continuous indifference has meant that in 2021, design is

an activity that produces societal harm through the innovation of

new exploitative methods and unequal systems. Currently, design
is fragmented and individualistic, with little recognition of design

be replenished, therefore causing environmental breakdown7. The
adoption of psychologically manipulative interface design tricks
people into decisions and behaviours without informed content8,9,
slowly eroding democracy by affecting people’s ability to think,
decide, and act independently. And the centralisation of power
within big tech and the need to acquire big data to understand the
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minds of consumers is eroding our privacy8.

responsibilities and accountability for when things go wrong. As a
result, powerful creations are often thrown into the world without
the environment. And this indifference has created a creeping

dystopian reality that no one really knows how to solve. At present,
we are facing layers of existential challenges unlike anything seen
Clock, created in 1947 following increasing nuclear threats, is now
at 100 seconds to midnight, the closest it has ever been.

it is difficult to recognise how we as individuals have been at fault
10

Cambridge Analytica, a British consulting firm, used sophisticated
misinformation techniques (classified as psychological weaponry)
targeted at specific groups of people to successfully influence
the US election, the UK’s Brexit referendum, and other elections
across the world. As a result, the far-right made successful gains,
electing Donald Trump in the USA and causing the UK to exist
from the European Union. Cambridge Analytica was successful

in

However, the existential challenges we face are so immense that

how design can produce harmful and life-threatening outcomes.

sa

in history. And that isn’t an exaggeration. The symbolic Doomsday

In 2016 specifically, we saw one of the most apparent instances of

us

an understanding of how they might affect societies, cultures, and

due to the layering of multiple failures, from the lack of ethical
code of conduct to the absence of regulation, the complacency
11

The Belief in the Real

of social media companies, and fundamentally the use of graphic
design to keep people engaged in divisive conversation, stretching

The colonial tradition instituted that we live in a world with a

content. Since that failure of design, racial discrimination has risen,

single reality and universal truth of living that supersedes different

hate crime has increased, and Islamophobia has risen. All whilst

forms of cultural organisation2. This idea supported the notion

designers primarily working in high-paying tech jobs have been

that the West was the universal world, reality, and truth; therefore,

rewarded with greater salaries and more employee goodies.

any alternative ways of being were deemed incompatible and
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the political landscape and leaving people wanting more extreme

subordinate2. As a result, colonial empires could dominate other

Because of these existential threats produced by design, we need

lands and subjugate different communities of people under the

to question how we have historically been designing and construct

western universal idea of reality. From the perspective of the

a new paradigm that will allow us to live alternative and radically

colonisers, it was their duty to spread their idea of truth as that

better futures that is more fair, ethical, and just.

is what they thought was beneficial2. However, this dichotomy

But how did we end up here?

H

of a right way of living and a wrong way of living consequently
subjugated non-western people to conform to western ideas of
living2. That meant adopting western languages, cultures, values,

colonialism and the dominant ideas at the time2. Back then, the
non-western world was objectified as merely land, resources, and
up a period of binaries and hierarchies2. Pulling from the work of
Arturo Escobar2, we can break down the colonial belief system
into two key components: the belief in the real and the belief in the

The belief in the real is additionally supported by the cartesian
tradition2, a hyper-rationalistic philosophy that describes the
world as being made up of physical matter that was separate
from intangible forces like culture. This meant that the colonisers
believed that the world had an inherent truth defined by purely
physical matter and thus the absence of culture, community, and

in

individual.

norms, religions, and ideas of success and beauty2.

sa

things that could be taken, exploited, and expanded into, setting

us

Our normative ways of designing can be traced back to

spirituality2. This resulted in the erasure of indigenous cultures and
way of being that were independently designed over centuries
12
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fact that the expectation and exploitation should not have existed

expectation to conform to western ideals manifested through

in the first place2,10. And coupled with the cartesian tradition that

behavioural changes, cultural changes, and stylistic changes2.

removed relational and collectivistic cultures, painting them as

However, some elements could not be changed, like skin colour;

primitive and barbaric, individualism became the enlightened and

hence there was always a separation with whiteness becoming

rational position and thus became the norm.

Sa

created to serve the context of the indigenous peoples. This forced

the primary indicator of western ideals and signalling proximity to

The Belief in the Individual

ym

the underlying universal truth.

As a result of the belief in universal truth and individualism,
colonialism produced a system of binaries, the effect of which
still remains today2. In this system, binaries are used to legitimate
the hegemonic position of the West, framing the West and East
divide as an axis between good and bad, truth and evil, and

truth, it erased alternative ways of being developed and designed

civility and barbarism2,10. And this transcended into other areas,

over centuries by communities themselves2. These cultures were

including reason and emotion, ideas and feeling, the real and the

sometimes collectivist, valuing the needs of the community over

represented, and science and nonscience (belief, faith, cultural

the individuals, or relational, viewing humanity and the Earth as a

knowledge, and irrationality). This had the implication of framing

connected system2. However, with the spread of colonial ideas and
the perception of a correct way of living, the belief in the individual
became the cultural paradigm2. This belief prioritised individual
at the same time centring the individual as the cause of problems.
This second point means that in the face of personal challenges,
the challenges would often be characterised as a character

system of norms as being the others. This resulted in what
Edward Said characterises as an orientalist form of thinking where
anything and everything non-western is reduced to being from
the orient, a category that reduces the diversity of non-western
art, culture, and social organisation into a single subordinate
category that perceived as backward10. This western conception
of the orient, coupled with the belief in the real, justifies the West’s

in

deficiency and not a systems-level problem6. For example, the

anything other than the cultural, ethnic, religious, and patriarchal

sa

needs, facilitating desires of consumption and domination whilst

us
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Because colonialism actively sought to spread its perception of the

oppression under colonialism would often be justified because

obligation to ‘facilitate progress’ in non-western regions through

colonised people themselves were not conforming, and not the

colonisation10. As a result of this hierarchy, the West has built its

14
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cultural imperialism that used utopias of modernity to enforce

about the non-west, and as a result, alternative modes of art,

similar ideas of universality, individualism, and western ideal onto

culture, and design have been seen as a reactionary process and

newly defined countries2. This cultural export was coupled with a

not independent and equally legitimate systems of knowledge10.

political dominance that served the strategic interests of previous

Euro-Modernity

Sa

knowledge of the world through assumptions and stereotypes

empires, like the British and French and the United States, which
was a new global superpower2. In attempts to gain access

ym

to resources like oil, the designed conception of cultural and
political modernity was used to disempower new, non-western

what’s known as modernity, a uniquely western conception that

countries that were developing their own systems of socio-

was conceived during the industrial revolution. During the age of

political organisation. Using an orientalist form of thinking, these

decolonisation in the 20th century, modernity was decoupled from

non-western systems of living were deemed as backwards. As a

the outright oppression of colonialism but still maintained the core

result, western intervention through war and political realignment

values of universality, individualism, superiority, and rationality2.

was justified since it was ‘facilitating progress’ and spreading the

During this period of flux, utopias were particularly powerful tools

universal idea of modernity2.

H

This colonial tradition has evolved over the centuries and became

(present in art, literature, philosophy, and design) to facilitate

social, political and cultural organisation in the West11. At its core,
utopias are imaginaries of better futures where current problems
created11. And throughout the 20th century, utopias were used to
construct political ideologies, often relying on the visual, through
art and design, to communicate ideas to the masses11. In the age

The creation of modernity and the export of hegemonic ideas of
utopia has a strong connection to design. After all, modernism
was the and art and design movement that defined modernity.
Within design, the Bauhaus era is a particularly significant period
that lay the foundation of our current conception of design. The
school theorised and defined what design should be how it can

in

of decolonisation, when previous colonies gained independence

Modernism

sa

have been resolved and where better opportunities have been

us

the conception of modernity and give agency to new systems of

and empires transitioned into nation-states, the underlying

be used as more than a form of expression to solve problems

philosophy of colonialism had not left. Instead, it transitioned into

and address functional goals4. Bauhaus and modernism more

16
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western and minority communities.

generally rejected traditional ideas of decoration and religious
expression and instead embraced rationalism and engineering,

Neoliberalism

Sa

facilitated by new inventions, processes, materials, and tools
created through the industrial revolution4. During the Bauhaus

In the latter half of the 20th century, postmodernism rose as a

a utilitarian approach to design centred on the doctrine of “form

rejection of modernism’s resoluteness in the rationalistic tradition

follows function” to create products that fit modernity4. This meant

and its construction of universal ideas of reality. It continues to be

creating products appropriate for mass production and mass

a movement by which we frame art thinking today. The movement

appeal, thus enabling a new consumerist culture to emerge4. This

used appropriation, juxtaposition, irony, and pluralism to

philosophy rejected previous traditions and separated design

deconstruct meaning and frame features that were once deemed

from socio-cultural, historical, and environmental contexts4,12.

universal facts as social constructs dependent on social, political,

However, at the same time, the philosophy prioritised functional

cultural, and historical factors.

ym

era between 1919 and 1933, industrial designers used pioneered

H

needs, enabling good to be accessible as they did not have to be
painstakingly crafted by individual specialists. This philosophy,

At the same time as the rise of postmodernism, the world was

coupled with the constraints of mass production, resulted in

experiencing a period of general stability after the second world

materials, and minimal aesthetics that became associated with
modernity. As a result, the visual language, in the context of
design was ‘pure’ and ‘neutral’ because it used rational thinking
enabled by scientific and technological progress2. Thus all
other visual styles were ‘impure’, ‘irrational’, and therefore worse

competing socio-political ideas, with alternative forms reduced
into their binary. However, with the collapse of the Berlin wall in
1989, the US became the primary global superpower. Ronald
Reagan and Margaret Thatcher became symbolic figureheads
of a new political-economic movement called neoliberalism,
a development of capitalism that believed the free market
should have greater control and should be supported through

in

than modernist design. This connection forms the basis of our

war. The US and the USSR rose as the two main superpowers with

sa

colonial and orientalist, ideas created the myth that modernist

us

a visual language comprised of geometric forms, inorganic

understanding of how design today can uphold socio-political and

deregulation, state privatisation, and globalisation6. With the

cultural ideas that produce inequity and that cause harm to non-

lingering effects of colonialism transitioning toward cultural

18
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socio-organisational and cultural contexts and how those contexts

This has been the norm until today, with neoliberalism being

change within political systems like neoliberalism2,15,16. Thus, the

so dominant that it is now perceived as the only viable political

export of supposedly egalitarian utopias through western mass-

system that could ever exist6.

market design operates to gain widespread cultural legitimation

Sa

imperialism, there were no competing socio-political systems.

for the neoliberal vision. So, although neoliberalism justifies itself
as beneficial for society because of economic growth, Venn17

colonialism and modernity that came to underpin neoliberalism

argues that neoliberalism merely functions as an extension of the

have become the norm. As a result of neoliberalism’s universality,

colonial tradition, continuing practices of exploitation and racial

the colonial belief in the individual became the neoliberal myth

hierarchy through utopias crafted by design.

ym

Consequently, this has meant that the myths and values from

of individual responsibility. This has resulted in a society where

Neoliberalism is not a static, unchanging system. It is dynamic

products instead of politics13. Products that we as designers

and is upheld by people with a vested economic interest in

create materialise consumer visions and ideas of utopia. This

the status quo6. In the face of crises that challenge this status

myth perpetuates a culture of consumerism and globalisation that

quo, like the current climate catastrophe or the 2008 financial

encourages people to constantly buy into visions of a better life6,13,

crisis, Jameson18 explains that neoliberal capitalism seeks to

whilst at the same time destroying the planet through excessive
consumption.

us
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people solve problems and realise their aspirations through

reassert itself through crafted utopias within popular culture and
consumerism that we as designers, sometimes unknowingly,
create. For example, the 2008 financial crisis, which left many

utopia grounded in technological determinism, which is rooted
in the cartesian tradition. Zuboff14 explains that technological
determinism is the “unquestioning acceptance of technology”

coincided with the smartphone revolution and social media age
that perfectly captured the public imagination of a technological
utopia and promise of a better life. This public buy-in into what
Silicon Valley promised was the future, as opposed to a change in

in

and the belief that technology is the primary force by which

people questioning and undermining neoliberal economics,

sa

This hegemonic export of design implies a singular idea of

socio-economic progress can happen. However, this philosophy

economics, justified the need to maintain neoliberalism. Therefore,

is reductionist as it fails to consider how technology is used within

in the face of crises, design implicitly functions to uphold

20
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design outputs have become more homogenous and less diverse

it. Even today, with the climate catastrophe, greenwashing is a

as they fit into global supply chains and linear mass production

design popular technique used to convince people that everything

models to reach a globalised audience. And with the centring

will be okay and that you personally can save the planet by buying

of design in the West, with hotspots in Silicon Valley, New York,

products and services. Within this greenwashing approach,

London, a cultural hegemony sustains itself through the export of

vague language, green aesthetics, and misleading interactions

western monolithic ideas what good design should be.

Sa

normative ideas of capitalism – even if at the time we do not realise

ym

create a false sense of morality that has the added consequence
of shifting accountability away from larger companies, systems,

The Status Quo

and governments, that are the greatest contributors to climate

breakdown. Therefore, it is appropriate to critically analyse how the

Today, this evident within Silicon Valley companies and their

visual language of mass-market design works reinforces western

ambitions for digital colonialism19. Big-tech companies have

hegemony and limits different forms of being.

aggressively gained almost global monopolisation within their

H

respected markets by capitalising on finite resources, human

Within the context of the present postmodern and neoliberal age,

psychological weaknesses8,9, and socio-political tensions8. Their

our mode of designing has selectively appropriated the stylistic

rise has been at the expense of democracy, mental health,

without the broader criticism of rationalism and universality, thus
fulfilling the needs of capitalism within a new globalised world. We
a contextual understanding of how the visual relates to social,
cultural, historical, and political factors. Postmodernism is used
as an empty gesture to signal progress without a true evaluation

greater power than countries themselves, affecting elections,
regulations, and internet usage to fulfil strategic interests. This
digital colonialism has reproduced traditional ideas of universality
and individualism, preventing the development of alternative and
community-specific systems.

Consequently, this reinforced a subjugation of people according
to western ideals and has innovated new inequalities. For

in

and questioning of the status quo. This means that at its core, our

human rights, and the environment. And at times, they have had

sa

often see this in the visual appropriation of cultural styles without

us

ideas of postmodernism to suit its operation within neoliberalism

mode of designing is still firmly rooted in modernism, following a

example, Uber and the broader prosumer gig economy it enabled

utilitarian approach to maximise profit and reach. This has meant

has benefitted from deregulated job markets and a reduced
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from the social, cultural, and political settings within which they

– who typically come from low-income backgrounds – ripe for

have subjectivity and agency’. In this way, we can see that HCD, as

overworked conditions and exploitation20. Even more, due to the

it is used currently, is a similar form of thinking as Orientalism.

state-like power of companies, a new trend of ‘corporate social

In addition, HCD is often trivialised as ‘Design Thinking and has

responsibility’ is emerging where companies are expected to

been passionately adopted by Silicon Valley organisations under

make loose declarations of support for social causes, recognising

the mantra “move fast and break things”, a reductionist problem-

the market’s own influence in affecting socio-political outcomes.

solving approach that lends itself to fast economic growth. Without

However, this new trend of vague support comes without the

checks, ‘Design Thinking’ has become a superficial activity

systems-level analysis needed to affect practical and visible

leading to a false perception of human engagement as it fulfils

change.

anthropocentric consumerist demands with little regard for social

Design practice
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capacity for social mobility to create a system that leaves drivers

and environmental consequences.

Existing methods of design practice have not been fit for

H

In contrast to HCD and commercial Design Thinking22, Social

purpose in countering the socio-political harms of design and

Design’, and Human-Centred design (HCD) have been pervasive
approaches within the design community. These have been
the wake of digitisation and software design5. However, their
hierarchical designer-user relationship, where the designer
is the expert who observes passive users, limits inclusion to

involve the democratic involvement of users who, as partners,
assist within the design process. These practices have been
useful in achieving better value alignments with projects. However,
due to the additional effort of co-design and a lack of conviction
in why such methods should be used over HCD, companies have
seldom adopted the strategy. Consequently, Social Design has
become a tool commonly used for public-sector consultancy

in

the stereotypes ascribed to different communities21. Julier and

happen towards collective and social ends’23. These practices

sa

beneficial since they have centred usability requirements in

‘Co-Design’ or ‘Participatory Design’ practices to ‘make change

us

have reinforced digital colonialism. ‘Universal Design’, ‘Inclusive

Design emerged as a new way to tackle inequalities, employing

Kimbell21 offer a further critique, explaining that HCD and the use

work, coinciding with the adoption of austerity as economic policy

of personas ‘attends to the users as individuated beings, cast adrift

post-2008 - where Governments reduced state functions through
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concentrated within only a select few. And that excessive wealth

awareness, Social Design has been used as a tool to enact budget

is causing billion of people to live without even the most basic

cuts and give greater power to the free market, affecting the

necessities of life such as food, water, education, and healthcare.

poorest in society and failing to solve the very inequalities it sought

Altogether, each factor amplifies the others leaving us with a

to resolve.

society that is severely unjust and unfair.

Sa

privatisation and the outsourcing of reform. Without political

We often frame these major challenges as stages as part of a

neoliberalism, digital colonialism, and anthropocentric design

potential future dystopia. But for many, the status quo is a dystopia.

methodologies serve as context to why we currently design the

Within our mode of design, we have often assumed that a western,

way we do and how, in 2021, we face existential challenges unlike

middle-class, able-bodied, straight, white, cis-gendered man is

anything before. In recent years, there has been a collective feeling

the default. To that person, the problems we face today probably

in society that we are heading towards dystopia. Environmental

don’t seem like much of a threat. However, remembering that

breakdown quite literally threatens the existence of humanity,

the world is designed for the default persona, from colonialism

and even if that is avoided, it will make a living on Earth extremely

to the present day, of course, it wouldn’t be that bad. Because of

challenging. Rising sea levels are threatening coastal communities

this prioritisation of the default persona, the discourse on societal

ym

At present, these factors of colonial history, modernity,

levels threaten marine life and is causing more volatile weather
systems that destroying infrastructure. Deforestation is threatening
These are only a few of many, but they are not the only category
of problems. Globally, we see a rise in nationalism and rightwing authoritarianism that actively seeks to oppress the most

it were affecting the default person. But for every other person
with even a single characteristic outside of the default persona,
the present day is a dystopia. For these people, today’s layered
existential challenges, which, if they weren’t bad enough, sit
on top of a larger history that has sought to dimmish their very
existence. These inequities span a variety of domains, creating
systemic and long-standing discrimination of gender, ethnicity,

in

marginalised in society.

harms and existential crisis doesn’t carry the same weight as if

sa

bio-diversity and stifling our ability to reverse climate breakdown.

us
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and will cause a wave of environmental migrants. Rising CO2

religion, culture, sexuality, identity and, disabilities. For these
Additionally, extreme economic inequality means that wealth is
26

people today, the world has never been designed for them. They
27

how will they affect the way we live? Will a history stemming from

to the norm. Their existence has never warranted any real focus,

colonialism to neoliberalism seek to exploit technology for profit

attention, and care from designers. Even more, the neoliberal

and self-interest, or will innovation be used to improve access,

worldview and myths of individualism have told these people that

opportunity, freedom, agency, and life for all people?

the reason they are unequal in society is due to them not working

As designers, we are the creators of technology, innovation, and

hard or smart enough and not the fact that the world has been

the future. We design society, and society designs us in return. It is

designed to suppress their very being.

up to us to determine how we want the future to be.
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have been perceived as mere aberrations in reality and exceptions

This manifesto seeks to change that narrative and shift our mode
of design to realise an entirely new future. In 2021, with the

destabilisation of life caused by the pandemic, the widespread
recognition of environmental disaster, and the on-coming

H

revolution of sophisticated autonomous technologies, we are

living in a rare moment of flux. There is currently a small window
of opportunity to define how we want to rebuild society after the

that has produced our existential crises and the same normal that
has marginalised people for centuries. Or do we want a fairer and
but systems-wide equity across people and the planet? The next
decade will be characterised by our ability to rebuild and deal with
existential threats. Still, at the same time, technological, political,
Specifically, as internet access, digital technology, artificial
intelligence, robotics, and other innovations reach saturation,
28
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cultural, and demographic changes will present new problems.

sa

more just future that not only achieves environmental harmony

us

coronavirus. Do we want to return to normal? The same normal

29
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Current Dystopian
Challenges
us

H

To transition toward a better future, we

first need to understand the complexity
of the present day and explicitly define
the systemic challenges we face. Only

sa

then we then decide how to move past
the present dystopia we are living in.

in

Colonial Traditions

Sa

Absolutism largely stems from colonialism, a period where
empires sought to dominate alternative lands and exploit the
people within those lands, generally to achieve economic
superiority2. Since colonisation was a practice that subjugated

ym

people worldwide, the cultural remnants of colonisation
have therefore been imparted into these societies, even after
decolonisation occurred and empires became nation-states2. As
a result, the beliefs of the colonisers became widespread norms,
creating a system where alternative and indigenous cultures are
perceived, both internally and externally, as being subordinate.

H

Colonial Traditions: The Belief in the Real

us

The belief in the real is the idea that we live in a world with a single
reality and universal truth, meaning that there is a single correct
way of living and that all alternatives are incorrect2. Today, this

sa

belief is experienced through norms that place western culture,
language, religion, and social organisation as the truth and
example of how everyone should live.

in

Colonial Traditions: The Belief in the Individual
The belief in the individual is the idea that individuals are distinct
33

therefore are deserving of power that controls women and

systems, and the planet2. Today, this belief is experienced through

all other genders. Today, this is experienced through multiple

a culture of self-interest where the individual has greater priority

divides like in representation, education, salary, and abuse that

over collective goals. This belief has led to the commodification

specifically advantage men. Since this norm shapes the world, it

of the individual, supporting exploitative labour practices, and has

creates biases in individuals who then reproduce the system of

created a culture where individuals internalise problems, blaming

patriarchy24.

Sa

and separate entities with little or no relation to other people,

ym

themselves for systems-level factors largely outside their control.

Colonial Traditions: Heteronormativity

Colonial Traditions: White Supremacy

Heteronormativity is the belief and norm that heterosexuality is the
default and the only correct sexual orientation. Heteronormativity

superior compared to all other ‘races’, and therefore other ‘races’

stems from the belief in the real where heterosexuality became

should be dominated. White supremacy stems from the belief in

explicitly defined as correct and was therefore associated with

the real where whiteness became associated with correctness,

purity and truth. Today, this is experienced as a cultural norm that

purity, and truth. As a result, today, this is experienced as

privileges heterosexuality and, implicitly or explicitly, demonises

institutional racism whereby various government systems,
technology, and design implicitly (or sometimes explicitly) privilege
white people and oppress all other ‘races’. Since this norm shapes
system of white supremacy.

alternative sexual orientations.

Euro-Modernity

sa

the world, it creates biases in individuals who then reproduce the

us
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White supremacy believes that white people are inherently

Euro-Modernity is a conception of progress and utopia that

Colonial Traditions: Patriarchy

was centred within European and American traditions2. It is an

in

extension of the belief in the real whereby ideas of purity and truth

Patriarchy is a form of social organisation that holds the value

were connected to rational thinking and technological progress.

that men are superior to women and all other genders, and

As a result, societies outside of Europe and American that did
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capitalism has become the dominant ideology and is now

incompatible with progress. Today, we experience conceptions of

perceived as the only viable political system that could ever exist6.

Euro-Modernity through the focus of functionality as the primary

In short, this ideology believes that government, or the state,

objective of design. This way of designing prioritises efficiency,

should have minimal intervention in people’s lives and that

productivity, and profit as the highest forms of success. As a

markets should be supported through deregulation. This

result, alternative methods of designing that centre subjective and

means that government spending is typically low (austerity),

Sa

not follow modernist ways of being were seen as backward and

Western Hegemony

often to support economic growth within markets. As a result,

ym

experiential metrics are not as widespread.

Western hegemony is the cultural hierarchy of the West within
the world, especially in more recent times6. This hierarchy

governmental services are operated by profit-driven companies.
Within neoliberalism, economic growth is the primary objective
since the belief is that wealth trickles down through society
and creates equal prosperity6. However, the extreme focus on
economic growth as a success metric, coupled with a lack of

H

imposes western ideals onto non-western societies through

privatisation is a common practice where typically or previously

cultural imperialism and soft power, suppressing alternative and
indigenous ways of being. This othering is what Edward Said

and therefore deserves to criticise and undermine non-western
ways of being .
10

(typically within but sometimes outside the law). This means that
where innovation lacks, growth is achieved through exploitation

us

named Orientalism, whereby the West is seen as more developed

regulation, means that profit is gained by any means necessary6

through methods like lowering wages, lowering standards,
planning obsolescence, the invention of demands, and the
creation of crises6. Since neoliberalism is a form of capitalism,

Neoliberalism

sa

people without capital (typically the most marginalised in society)
become subject to these exploitative practices. Therefore, current
neoliberalism is a producer of inequities with the sole purpose of

Neoliberalism is the main socio-political and economic ideology of

neoliberalism has produced extreme economic inequality that is

in

the present day and it primarily supports economic liberalisation

achieving economic growth for the wealthiest in society6. Today,

through free-market capitalism6. Since the collapse of alternative

only expected to continue with the top 1% in any country holding

political-economic systems in the 20th century, neoliberal

between 25% and 40% of the wealth 25.
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The Neutrality Myth
The neutrality myth is the belief that technology is objective,

Sa

Challenge 2

Today, this myth results in a model of designing that is centred
on innovation and unconsciously neoliberal metrics of success
without any regard for potential sociological or political

ym

Technological
Determinism

neutral, and devoid of any social, cultural, or political influence2,14.

consequences14. This working culture, for example, can result in
pervasive innovations like machine learning models being used
to inadvertently reinforce norms, produce new disadvantages, or
advance political agendas14.
The Purity Myth

H

Technological determinism is unquestioning acceptance of
mechanism by which meaning is produced and societal
progress can occur14.

truth about the world, and it’s the purest form of creation2.

Sophisticated methods like machine learning and optimisation,

us

technology and the belief that it in and of itself is the primary

The purity myth is the idea that technology reveals an underlying

which aim to find the best solution to a given problem, make this
belief more profound than before. This belief comes from the
cartesian tradition during colonialism, where mind and matter

of life how it is shaped through cultures, environments, beliefs,
and politics. Technological determinism produces a working
culture set on innovating better and faster, with success measured
this system of thinking, the profit-centred values of neoliberalism
are absorbed as expectations of how we ought to be working.

contextual factors had no role in physical creation2. This myth has
the potential to be heightened with the growth and sophistication
of artificial intelligence methods since it realises a science-fiction
fantasy of hyper-intelligence and technological purity. Therefore,

in

through metrics like efficiency, performance, and productivity. In

were thought of as distinct entities, implying that intangible and

sa

This faith in technology being ‘our saviour’ negates the complexity

artificial intelligence methods need to be demystified and treated
the mathematical optimisation methods that they are
39

Surveillance Capitalism

Sa

whereby individuals are commodified through their interactions
with technology, with their data exploited for profit14. It is a
technological evolution of neoliberalism where data is intrinsically

ym

Challenge 3

Surveillance capitalism is a form of market-driven surveillance

seek to accrue vast quantities of individual data. Business models
within surveillance capitalism focus on understanding individual
interests and behaviour in as much detail as possible through
sophisticated tracking techniques to build a consumer profile of
needs and wants ready for advertisers to capitalise on through
targeted advertisements. In this model, since data is tied to

H

Heteronomy

tied to money. Therefore, to achieve profit, technology companies

money14, there is expected to be a push to gather more data within

Heteronomy is broader trend of companies and governments
communities, and our environments14.

devices becoming popular and personalised genetic services
becoming widely available. However, the shift toward genetics as
a source of data is may produce new inequities and offer a false
validity towards hierarchical categorisations of people through

sa

a sort of genetic determinism. Genetic determinism may create
ideas that specific genes cause, instead of predispose, people to
certain characteristics. As a result, genetics could be used as a
tool to impose new hierarchies or reproduce colonial conceptions
of eugenics.

in

This trend means that individuals cannot maintain control over
their own lives and are subjected to hidden constraints. These
constraints can be system-wide, affecting politics, culture, and
economics, or they can be locally produced, affecting behaviours,
opinions, and decision-making. Because society is increasingly
dependent on technology, and a select few are designing that
technology, there is a significant designer-user hierarchy, which
facilitates the centralisation of power and data. As a result, major
companies are comparable to countries. They can wield an
enormous level of normative and political influence to suit their
interests without any participation from affected users themselves.

us

increasing their influence in matters relating to ourselves, our

alternative domains, like healthcare and genetics, with health-tech

41

Data Centralisation

these practices are not uncommon within, their use through
technology is new. In 2016, Cambridge Analytica, a British
consulting firm, used sophisticated misinformation techniques

technology companies have in managing our data14. Although in

(classified as psychological weaponry) targeted at specific

the past, data sets were kept independently, in recent years, there

groups of people to successfully influence the US election, the

has been a worrying trend of data aggregation where individual

UK’s Brexit referendum, and other elections across the world. As

data is linked between companies, meaning that advertisers can

a result, far-right authoritarian regimes made successful gains,

utilise more granular information about interests and behaviours

electing Donald Trump in the USA and causing the UK to exit from

and can target new characteristics like emotions, opinions, and

the European Union. These large-scale political changes were

potentially even thoughts14. The heteronomy between companies

enacted through new technologies and targeted adverts that were

and users means that privacy and the ability to control one’s

designed, and therefore designers were complicit in fundamentally

data is increasingly becoming elusive, opening the door to

removing the agency of citizens and undermining the functioning

opportunities for nefarious influencing techniques to suit strategic

of democracy itself. The Cambridge Analytica scandal may be the

interests.

most significant case of voter manipulation in history; however,

ym

Sa

Data centralisation describes the increasing level of control that

H

it is also the only case we know of. In 2021 and in coming years,

us

Political Centralisation

with more sophisticated targeting techniques, designers need to
understand how their contribution, whether through advertising

Political centralisation describes the level of control that
of being. This centralisation can be seen with a general shift
towards authoritarianism, where political malpractice is removing
the agency of citizens in shaping their countries8. Practices

Government Surveillance

Although neoliberalism as an ideology values minimal

in

of cronyism, voter suppression, and gerrymandering seek to

support bad actors that hold fundamentally flawed worldviews.

sa

government and political actors have determining our ways

design, interface design, or systems design, can inadvertently

reinforce power through amplifying disparities that affect the most

government involvement in public affairs, the recent intertwining

marginalised in society to limit political participation. Although

of neoliberalism and authoritarianism is causing a worrying trend
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of government surveillance through state-run security services
and the police26. For example, in some areas in London, the

Sa

Metropolitan Police have installed facial recognition cameras in
public spaces without the active consent of residents and passersby27. This is fundamentally infringing upon people’s right to privacy
and their ability to control their way of being autonomously.

ym

Designers, therefore, need to understand where their innovations
are being used and how they might be used to uphold harmful
objectives.

sa

us

H
in
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Challenge 5

Sa

Challenge 4

ym

Societal
Fragmentation

This fragmentation is partly produced through a combination
of absolutism and heteronomy. However, this fragmentation is
is increasingly delivering a warped perception of the world to
individuals that attends to their ego and demonises alternative
ideas, beliefs, opinions, and ways of being. As a result, hate,
discrimination, and violence are becoming commonplace are

We have long been in breach of the Earth’s natural order:
objectifying its land, resources, and biology as commodities for
us to dominate into, exploit, and consume. We have assumed that
the planet was infinite and would always bend to our command.
However, our unwillingness to respect the Earth means it is
now suffering and reacts in extremely volatile ways. Design has
produced these planetary imbalances through the continued
facilitation of environmentally harmful behaviours, which is, in turn,

in

shaping the context in which we design in.

Earth’s ecology, biology, and natural systems.

sa

also amplified by a new phenomenon of echo chambers, which

Environmental breakdown is the complete collapse of the

us

economic, and political divides within society.

H

Societal fragmentation is the increasing cultural, social,

Environmental
Breakdown
quite literally, affecting human existence and the context in which
we design.

Racial Inequity
Race is a social construct defined heteronomously that combines

Sa

Challenge 6

of people outside of the white norm. Within the social construction
of race, white people are afforded contextuality and nuance in

ym

Structural
Inequity

ethnic and cultural characteristics, resulting in a reductionist view

their being, whereas non-white people are simplified into rigid
stereotypes. This contributes to what is known as identity politics,
where because non-white people groups are homogenised, they
are assumed to share cultures, politics, interests, and behaviours.
These assumptions are carried into design as biases and can
reproduce racial homogenisation within new systems, especially

H

within digital systems that amass are large audiences. As a result,

Inequity is the lack of fairness and justice within society, which
experiences of one’s life.
Inequity goes beyond inequality as it describes how different layers of context
act as external forces that impart disparities onto individual situations. Inequity
have chosen to create the world and who for specifically. The framing of inequity
as structural avoids the thought that it is a mere unfortunate consequence of
reality and instead positions design as a mechanism by which biased context
is produced. Structural inequity as a systemic challenge is the direct human

Socio-Economic Inequity
Socio-economic inequity describes the systemic disparity of
income, assets, and wealth, as well as in the quality of one’s life.
Socio-economic inequities are particularly linked to neoliberalism
and result in disparities across multiple factors like education,

in

experience that each of the previous challenges stacks up to produce. As a result,

and crime.

sa

being structural refers to it being an intentional act of design, relating to how we

across multiple factors like education, work, healthcare, income,

us

results in a spectrum of disparities that affect the quality and

racial disparities are prevalent and cause severe disadvantages

structural inequity diminishes and inflates the perceived value of people and the

work, healthcare, income, and crime. As a result, socio-economic

amount to which they can autonomously engage within society.

inequity affects opportunities for social mobility and therefore
49

stake as users of a design perceived as less than that of men.

life is chronic. This inequity consequently hinders the access

With this patriarchal structure characterising the norm and the

of working-class designers to influential and impactful design

context in which we design, designers can impart these biases

spaces, limiting any opportunity to remedy the system. Since

and reproduce gender inequity. And this inequity can result in

socio-economic inequity is the norm, it characterises the context

disparities across multiple factors like education, work, healthcare,

of the world in which we design and, therefore, biases that are

income, and crime.

imparted onto designs.
Gender Inequity

ym

Sa

creates a semi-permanent system whereby a lower quality of

Religious Discrimination
Religious discriminations like Islamophobia and Anti-Semitism are
historical products of colonialism, white supremacy, and orientalist

women, and it is a significant product of patriarchal norm that has

thinking. This discrimination continues through identity politics,

historically placed men above women and other genders. This

with religious groups often stereotyped, homogenised, and

inequity is reproduced in design, particularly when men dominate

sometimes demonised. Furthermore, with secularisation in the

design spaces, through what Laura Mulvey describes as the Male

West coupled with orientalist thinking, a binary emerges whereby

Gaze24 whereby:

us

H

Gender inequity describes the disparity between men and

the secular West is seen as civilised compares to the backward
religious ‘Orient’. As a result of religious discrimination, there exist

“Woman, then, stands in patriarchal culture as a signifier for the
his fantasies and obsessions through linguistic command by
imposing them on the silent image of a woman still tied to her
place as the bearer of meaning, not maker of meaning.”

and limit participation within design.

sa

male other, bound by a symbolic order in which man can live out

social and cultural divides that diminish religious ways of being

Disability

in

People with disabilities continue to be underserved communities

As a result of this objectification and sexualisation of women, they

and are often not the primary user groups within design works.

are subordinated and homogenised in relation to men, with their

As a result of their needs not being met, people with disabilities
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when applying for design roles, and when they do gain access

interactions are not designed with them in mind. This can produce

to design spaces, they are underrepresented. In a recent study,

divides across education, work, healthcare, and income and create

researchers found that people with ethnic minority backgrounds

socio-economic disadvantages.

needed to send 60% more job applications than their white

Data Poverty

Sa

become marginalised because products, systems, services, and

counterparts30. The researchers highlighted significant disparities
among people who were Muslim, Nigerian, Pakistani, and

ym

Bangladeshi. This underrepresentation means a lack of diverse

Data Poverty is a recent trend that describes the lack of

cultural knowledge and experiential information within design

digital representation, particularly within already marginalised

teams. As such, design outputs are less likely to be tailored

communities28. This is because of a lack of access to digital

to marginalised communities’ needs, therefore reinforcing

infrastructure. Some families often share devices or use

hierarchical norms of patriarchy and white supremacy.

public computers, meaning that digitally poor individuals are

H

underrepresented within data sets. This results in innovations that
are dependent on big data not being designed to meet the needs
of digitally poor communities. As a result, under-representation

Hiring Discrimination

spaces that design according to harmful norms that perpetuate
common inequities. Hiring discrimination can be implicit through
biases embedded in automated screening procedures29. As a
result, marginalised communities have higher barriers to entry
52
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ideas of ‘cultural fit’ or ‘polish’, or they can be explicit through

sa

Hiring discrimination excludes people from entering the very

us

reinforces designs that produce further underrepresentation.
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Sa

ym

Designers as Agents
of Distribution
dystopian future where designers, as

Agents of Distribution, organise around
shared goals equity and pluralism

through the fair distribution of value,

sa

us

H

The following principle outline a post-

power, data, and capital.

in

a collection of values and/or experiences can be thought of as a
plural body. Individuals can be a part of multiple plural bodies, and

Sa

bodies may not agree or share values but are tolerant, accepting,
and respectful of different ways of living. At the same time,
The agency of a plural body must not compromise the agency
of other plural bodies or reinforce absolutist thinking. Therefore,
there is a recognition that we are interconnected and that our
actions affect our broader system.
Values of Distributed Agency

Pluralism is a belief of multiplicity where different systems
.

2,31

1.1. Agents of Distribution use existing and new forms

us

of living and being are accepted and can coexist with a fair
distribution of power and agency

pluralism is not a justification for bad actors and harmful practices.

H

Pluralism

however, there is no imposing hegemony. In this conception, plural

ym

Principle 1

as such, these bodies can intersect. There may exist larger bodies;

of co-design to work with plural systems. They should avoid
appropriation and instead fully contextualise borrowed elements
from a plural body.

Pluralism shifts away from the reductionist belief of absolutism
Therefore, what we think is normal, good, beautiful, and successful
is defined relative to communities and is not imposed through a

1.2. Agents of Distribution use practices of place-based designing
and localism rather than designing for a homogenous globalised
audience.

in

hierarchy. Pluralism thus opens the door towards decolonisation

sa

and recognises that there is no single correct way of life.

and enables a diversity of values, norms, cultures, opinions, and

1.3. Agents of Distribution do not shorten plural bodies into

politics. In this conception of plurality, a community that shares

stereotypes and should recognise that plural bodies themselves
57

are entities with complex internal variations.

Sa

1.4. Agents of Distribution create a diversity of innovation by
centring the need of plural bodies in the long-term above the need
to deliver short-term profit.

ym

1.5. Agents of Distribution follow the cradle-to-cradle method to

continuously nurture and adapt their work to address the changing
needs of plural bodies and society at large.

1.6. Agents of Distribution act as a bridge between plural bodies

and facilitate the exchange and communication of ideas through

H

innovation.

1.7. Agents of Distribution design with intention and thoroughness,
not mean designing needs to be slow, but rather than ‘breaking
systems’ to pursue ‘disruptive growth’, the consequences of a

1.8. Agents of Distribution look beyond science and technology
and tap into alternative modes of knowledge like faith, cultural

58
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tradition, and generational knowledge.

sa

design should be analysed prior in order to respect plural bodies.

us

avoiding a “Move fast, break things” culture. Intentionally does

59

through their use of designs. Together, ontological interactionism
shifts away from technological determinism and recognises that
contextual factors shape design and the world itself. As a result,

Sa

Principle 2

worldview and not based on innovation for innovation’s sake.

ym

Ontological
Interactionism

how we define and create social progress become relative to our

Values of Distributed Agency
2.1. Agents of Distribution recognise that their work has political
and cultural influence. As such, agents of distribution should
deconstruct their worldview and bias prior to a project by
analysing the ideological, cultural, political, and organisational

H

system they reside in and the experiences and attributes they

Ontological Interactionism is a framework to analyse how
how that work can shape contextual factors like cultures,
beliefs, environments, and politics.

to eliminate biases and reconstruct the desired worldview that

us

designers impart their values and biases onto their work and

have. After deconstruction, agents of distribution should seek
follows the framework of distributed agency.
2.2. Agents of Distribution shift away from functionalist and

The ontology of this framework refers to the idea that through
design, we affect the world we live in and therefore design our
ways of being . The interactionism of this framework recognises
2

There is a recognition that in designing, we design the world, and
the world designs us back.

2.3. Agents of Distribution should design interactive and public-

in

that people and designed works are not neutral agents and instead

sa

rationalistic modes of design and approach design as ontological.

produce meaning through their interaction , with designers

facing elements to be transparent and easy to understand. This

imparting values onto designs and users imparting meaning

means simplifying complexity, especially within digital systems

15

61

2.8. Agents of Distribution within an organisation analyse the

facing interfaces. For example, this could mean making terms and

interaction between the projects, organisation, and the user group

condition easy to understand in their entirety or adding signifiers

through making conflicts of interest transparent.

Sa

and services where hidden operations are obscured by front-

that highlight how data is used.

2.9. Agents of Distribution inscribe values of distributed agency
into design through scripting such that users inherent habits that

interactionism to prevent the design and use of manipulatively

are ecologically and pluralistically compatible.

ym

2.4. Agents of Distribution develop and follow a moral code of
biased interactions that breach the principles of change.

2.5. Where methods of psychological influence are used, Agents

of Distribution comprehensively analyse the equity distribution of
each affected user group, ensuring that the principles of change

2.6. Agents of Distribution pay close attention to their use of

language across the design process. For example, in framing
problem statements, describing plural bodies, and communicating
design outputs. Language has a cultural and political bias,
interpret, and design for systems.
2.7. Agents of Distribution are experienced in critical design theory
the social sciences and humanities to guide their work.

62
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and be comfortable borrowing knowledge and frameworks from

sa

affecting how designers and artificial intelligences perceive,

us

H

are not breached.
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designed works. This affordance should also extend to political
and economic autonomy through decentralising power and

Sa

maintain agency over their way of being.
Values of Distributed Agency

ym

Principle 3

data within systems. This way, individuals and communities can

3.1. Agents of Distribution facilitate the decentralisation of data
and processing such that users can maintain autonomy over their
information and control consent.
3.2. Agents of Distribution create new ways to process data

H

Autonomy

Technological Decentralisation

independent from centralised servers whilst maintaining the

Autonomy is the capacity for individuals to think, decide, and
parties.

us

act on their motives without the imposing influence of external

same, if not better, user experience and functionality. This
could be through creating localised and community-controlled
infrastructure or through methods like distributed ledger
technologies.

It steers away from the designer-user hierarchy of heteronomy
Through this way of designing, the people who are or will be
affected by design works can contribute their knowledge and

3.3. Agents of Distribution afford people autonomy over how their
data is processed, what information is published, and to whom it is
published.

in

experience so that design works can better serve them. As a

sa

and seeks to engage with users and stakeholder as co-designers.

principle, designers should afford autonomy to individuals and

3.4. Agents of Distribution move towards creating localised

plural bodies through their interaction and engagement with

systems and services that are individually or communally run.
65

For example, algorithms could be bought as a product to be run

3.10. Agents of Distribution minimise or avoid tracking features

remotely, meaning that everyday products and services are able to

where appropriate.

Sa

run without the internet and without centralised control.

3.11. Where tracking features are used, and data is collected,

3.5. Agents of Distribution explore distributed ledger technologies

Agents of Distribution use effective privacy measures like

and peer-to-peer networks to facilitate the private exchange

encryption, anonymisation, or decentralisation.

ym

of information and to create new leaderless structures where
individuals can maintain autonomy over their way of being.
Privacy

3.12. Agents of Distribution limit the amount of information that
can identify a plural body, especially sensitive and protected
characteristics like race, sexuality, and religion. This is to avoid

3.6. Agents of Distribution should centre the right to privacy within

hackers or nefarious actors from targeting, discriminating, or

digital work.

persecuting those groups (similar to how Jewish people were

H

persecuted in Nazi Germany or how Uyghurs are persecuted in

3.7. Agents of Distribution uphold emotional privacy and protect

present-day China). This is particularly important since technology

the ability for individuals to think, feel, and perform informed

permanence means that more granular information can be

us

decision-making.

gathered with greater ease, meaning that extreme inequities could
be more easily produced.

3.8. Agents of Distribution strive for data minimisation, analysing
used.
3.9. Agents of Distribution limit the amount of personally

66
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identifiable information that is held.

sa

what data is needed, how it will be used, and why it needs to be

67

Values of Distributed Agency

Sa

4.1. Agents of Distribution seek to gain trust from user groups.

especially those that have been historically marginalised.

ym

Principle 4

4.2. Agents of Distribution seek to gain trust from plural bodies,

4.3. Agents of Distribution explore and utilise methods of creating

Interconnectedness

trust through distributed ledger consensus systems.

Interconnectedness is a reframing of how we understand

bodies understand themselves in relation to others and have

4.4. Agents of Distribution centre information pluralism and create
mechanisms where potential echo chambers are disrupted

H

through a culture of interconnectedness, communication,

Through interconnectedness, we can understand that although
we are individuals with autonomy, our being is connected
people, systems and the planet. A culture of acceptance and
coexistence can emerge by designing mechanisms that highlight
interconnectedness and facilitate engagement across different
individualism and supports principles of pluralism, ontological
interactionism, and autonomy.

4.5.Agents of Distribution are transparent, ensuring that all
stakeholders can maintain their autonomy through having access
to informed decision-making.

in

plural bodies. Interconnectedness, therefore, shifts away from

opportunities to engage with them constructively.

sa

to the being of others. Therefore our actions can affect

us

ourselves as individuals and communities within wider society.

and acceptance. Agents of Distribution ensure that plural

69

Values of Distributed Agency
5.1 Agents of Distribution work with nature and follow its bounds

Sa

Principle 5

5.2. Agents of Distribution limit the impact of their work on the nine

ym

Environmental
Justice

rather than trying to control nature.

planetary boundaries.
5.3. Agents of Distribution consider all relevant factors and
analyse the energy impact of their work against increasing energy
demands.

H

5.4. Agents of Distribution consider all relevant factors and analyse
the material, resource, and ecological impact of their work.

Environmental justice is a principle that seeks to restore the

Through environmentalism, we can reverse our breach of the nine
planetary boundaries and prevent future harm. However, we must pursue
of environmental action according to those who are currently and have
historically contributed the greatest harm and received the greatest
reward. In this way, environmentalism is viewed as a means to achieve
therefore, prevents environmental decision-making that could create new
disadvantages for the most marginalised in society.

the water impact of their work against increasing water demands.
5.6. Agents of Distribution disincentivise rapid consumption and
instead create physical work optimised for long-term usage.
Otherwise, physical work should be created to be efficiently and
practically recycled.

in

systems-level equity and not an end in itself. Environmental justice,

5.5. Agents of Distribution consider all relevant factors and analyse

sa

environmentalism justly by distributing the burdens and responsibilities

us

Earth’s balance through environmentalism and fairness.

5.7. Agents of Distribution conduct environmental audits on
71

all work to assess the CO2 footprint, embodied energy, water
consumption, and any other relevant factors.

Sa

5.8. Agents of Distribution bear appropriate responsibility for
designed works even after the transition of ownership.

ym

5.9. Agents of Distribution create with the right to repair in mind.
5.10. Agents of Distribution assess the value and benefit of a
proposed design against the likely environmental impact.

5.11. Agents of Distribution should limit rapid consumption and

sa

us

H

design for long-term usage.

in
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society is one in which people have autonomy within a plural
system and where benefits, like power, data, and capital,
are afforded by designers through their fair distribution. Fair

Sa

Principle 6

after individual autonomy is afforded to everyone, the least
advantaged within a system are afforded the most significant

ym

Equity through
Fairness

distribution is defined by John Rawls’ Theory of Justice31, where

benefit.
Values of Distributed Agency
Strategic Interventions
6.1. Agents of Distribution use their chosen design methods within

H

the equity distribution framework to create systems-level equity
and ensure structural imbalances are appropriately addressed.

Equity is the end to which each of the principles of change

us

should produce.

6.2. Agents of Distribution recognise that many inequities are
designed and can therefore be un-designed.

Equity goes beyond equality in that it seeks to remedy contextual
disparities that would affect one’s ability to respond to equal
fairness. Here, the concept of intersectionality becomes essential.
Intersectionality is a way of defining people’s experiences

policy and the politics of policy is a significant force that itself
warrants design interventions.

6.4. Agents of Distribution understand how intersectionality

in

according to layers of contextual factors and historical challenges,

sa

opportunities; therefore, equity as a goal produces greater

6.3. In designing systems, Agents of Distribution understand that

with different combinations of factors and challenges producing

and the layering of different inequities affect a design’s impact.

unique advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, equitable

However, they avoid an additive approach where inequities are
75

Equity of Identities

added and analysed like points.

6.10. Agents of Distribution ensure that design teams are
ethnically diverse and are representative of the user groups

existing ways of living through equitable means.

served.

6.6. Agents of Distribution within companies and organisations will

6.11. Agents of Distribution ensure that design teams are culturally

hire different types of designers to ensure they can represent the

diverse and are representative of the user groups served.

plurality of people in society.
Equity of Data

ym

Sa

6.5. Agents of Distribution will improve, develop, and nurture

6.7. Agents of Distribution clarify digital products to improve the

6.12. Agents of Distribution ensure that design teams are
religiously diverse and are representative of the user groups
served.

ease of use for people who are not digital literate. They create

6.13. Agents of Distribution understand the mechanics of historical

H

pathways for people to gain digital experience.

Orientalism, colourism, Islamophobia, anti-blackness, and other

6.8. Agents of Distribution represent hidden groups that suffer
traditional in-person methods to gather insights.

us

from a lack of digital representation. This may result in using

forms of discrimination to prevent them from affecting future
decision making.

6.14. Agents of Distribution do not assume a norm or a default

and avoid users from having to take actions themselves. This is to
avoid potential disparities that may arise from some people being
able to afford better protection.

person.

sa

6.9. Agents of Distribution embed cybersecurity within their work

6.15. Agents of Distribution avoid historically racialised
categorisations to describe plural bodies, instead describing them

in

by their specific attributes.
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Equity of Socio-Economic Classes

across different ethnic, religious, and cultural groups and analyse

6.24. Agents of Distribution ensure that design teams are socio-

how their work benefits or disadvantages different communities.

economically diverse and representative of the user groups

Sa

6.17. Agents of Distribution will map the impact of their work

served.

6.18. Agents of Distribution will engage and co-design with people
6.25. Agents of Distribution map the impact of their work across

from different ethnic, religious, and cultural groups.

ym

different socio-economic groups and educational backgrounds

6.19. Agents of Distribution classify western plural bodies similarly

and analyse how their work benefits or disadvantages different

to how other plural bodies are classified to understand differences

communities.

and prevent the assumption of dualisms (norm vs other).
Equity of Genders
balanced and diverse.

different socio-economic and educational backgrounds.
Equity of People with Disabilities

H

6.20. Agents of Distribution ensure that design teams are gender-

6.26. Agents of Distribution engage and co-design with people of

6.27. Agents of Distribution understand that interaction

different gender groups and analyse how their work benefits or
disadvantages different communities.

us

6.21. Agents of Distribution map the impact of their work across

deficiencies are created by design and thus create disability within
a context. As a result, Agents of Distribution look for opportunities
to redesign interactions that cause disability and co-design with

6.22. Agents of Distribution engage and co-design with people
from different gender groups.

sa

affected people to prevent future disability inducing interactions.
6.28. Agents of Distribution ensure that design teams are inclusive
of people with disabilities and representative of the user groups

roles and norms of masculinity and femininity, recognising that
attributes can be shared across genders.
78

served.

in

6.23. Agents of Distribution do not explicitly connotate traditional
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Sa

The Greatest Equal Liberty Principle31

should have an equal right to liberty. This is in line with Principle

ym

Equity through Fairness

Rawls’ first principles states that everyone within a system

upheld. Liberty and Autonomy in the context of design includes:
freedom of speech; freedom of assembly; freedom of thought;
freedom from psychological oppression, freedom from physical
harms, and the integrity of the person. These values should be
upheld within a system without compromising the liberty of others.

H

Theory of Justice

of Change 3 which states that autonomy of individuals must be

The Difference Principle31

us

Rawls’ second principles states that after the first principle has
been satisfied, the people in a system that have the greatest
detriments (either by design or through contextual factors) should

sa

be afforded the greatest benefits. In addition, all people within a
system should have reciprocity. This means that their contribution
to a system (through active or passive interactions) should balance
with the benefit they receive in turn. As such, this final principle

in

helps to create greater equity.

Sa

ym

Distributive Agency
Design Tools
to help transition towards better
futures.

sa

us

H

Use these tools in your pracitce

in

The Sphere of Influence

Design for Equity

ym

Sa

Mapping User Interactions

Interactions are specifc instances where users activley interface
with a design.

in

Steps:
1. Place a sketch or image of the design (on its own or within a
context) on the centre of the page.
2. In the inner circle, identify how each group might interact with
the design by drawing arrows and describing the interactions.
Use the User Group Markers to easliy label the interactions.
3. Consider unintentional interactions that may arise and create
new user groups as needed.
4. Think about how the design might indirectly influence ither
interactions within the context.

sa

us

H

[Place design here]

ym

Sa

sa

us

H
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Design for Equity

1. Autonomy

Sa

Equity Mapping

Do all the groups within the system of the design have liberty and autonomy?
That is the freedom for individual to think, decide, and act on their own without
manipulative influences. This is also the ability for individuals to be informed,
aware, and able to control their interaction with a design (consent, data control,
privacy).

ym

If not, think about ways in which all groups can have liberty and agency.
Consider this in the context of external factors and how these may play a role
in affecting the agency of user groups. Map instances where one group may
influence the amount of autonomy that another group has.
Steps:
1. Place the User Group Markers evenly around the circle.
2. Based on the intersectional experience analysis, identify
instances where one user group may affect the autonomy of
another user group.
3. Draw arrows linking the instances and describe them further.
4. Ideate interventions to remedy the identified inequities.

sa

us

H
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Design for Equity

2. Pluralism

Sa

Equity Mapping

Considering the ideas suggested to create an equity of autonomy, do all the
groups now maintain their values and way of being? Think about the background, identities, and experiences of each user group outside the design’s
sphere of influence.

If not, think about ways in which all groups can have maintain their way of
being. Consider this in the context of external factors and how these may play in
lessening the value alignment of the design. Map instances where one group’s
advantage may affect another group.

ym

Steps:
1. Place the User Group Markers evenly around the circle.
2. Based on the intersectional experience analysis, identify
instances where one user group may affect another user
group’s way of being.
3. Draw arrows linking the instances and describe them further.
4. Ideate interventions to remedy the identified inequities.
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Design for Equity

3. Opportunity

Sa

Equity Mapping

Considering the ideas suggested to create an equity of being, do all the groups
have equitable opportunities? This also includes the values attained from a
design system (convinience, efficiency, money, etc.).Think about the benefits
that each group receives out from design system in relation to their stake in the
design system.

ym

If not, think about ways in more benefits can be afforded to the least
advantaged within the design system (under Rawl’s difference principle).
Consider this in the context of external factors and how these may play a role in
changing the stake of the user groups within the design system. Map instances
where one group’s advantage may affect another group.
Steps:
1. Place the User Group Markers evenly around the circle.
2. Based on the intersectional experience analysis, identify
instances where one user group may affect the opportunities
of another user group.
3. Draw arrows linking the instances and describe them further.
4. Ideate interventions to remedy the identified inequities.
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Design for Equity

4. Reciprocity

Sa

Equity Mapping

Considering the ideas suggested to create an equity of opportunity, do all the
groups have balanced interactions with the design system? Think about the
benefits that each group receives out from design system in relation to their
input or contribution to the design system.

ym

If not, think about ways in which all groups can have fair return of value based
on what they contribute or input into the design system. Consider this in the
context of external factors and how these may play a role in changing the
balance of the interactions. Map instances where one group’s advantage may
affect another group.
Steps:
1. Place the User Group Markers evenly around the circle.
2. Based on the intersectional experience analysis, identify
instances where one user group may affect the reciprocity of
interactions of another user group.
3. Draw arrows linking the instances and describe them further.
4. Ideate interventions to remedy the identified inequities.
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In 1971, Victor Papanek1 wrote: “There are professions more
harmful than industrial design, but only a very few of them. And

Sa

possibly only one profession is phonier. Advertising Design, in
persuading people to buy things they don’t need, with money
they don’t have, in order to impress others who don’t care, is
probably the phoniest field in existence today”. Fifty years later,
and the entire field of design itself is the most harmful device

ym

on the planet.

This manifesto presents a new vision for design that centres
values of equity and pluralism to decolonise systems and transition
away from dystopias.
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9.13. Appendix 13 – Combined User Mapping
Combined User Mapping canvases on the next page.
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9.14. Appendix 14 – Equity Mapping
Equity Mapping canvases on the next page.
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Design for Equity

Equity Mapping
1. Autonomy
Do all the groups within the system of the design have liberty and autonomy?
That is the freedom for individual to think, decide, and act on their own without
manipulative influences. This is also the ability for individuals to be informed,
aware, and able to control their interaction with a design (consent, data control,
privacy).
If not, think about ways in which all groups can have liberty and agency. Consider this in the context of external factors and how these may play a role in affecting the agency of user groups. Map instances where one group may influence
the amount of autonomy that another group has.
Steps:
1. Place the User Group Markers evenly around the circle.
2. Based on the intersectional experience analysis, identify
instances where one user group may affect the autonomy of
another user group.
3. Draw arrows linking the instances and describe them further.
4. Ideate interventions to remedy the identified inequities.

Design for Equity

Equity Mapping
2. Pluralism
Considering the ideas suggested to create an equity of autonomy, do all the
groups now maintain their values and way of being? Think about the background, identities, and experiences of each user group outside the design’s
sphere of influence.
If not, think about ways in which all groups can have maintain their way of
being. Consider this in the context of external factors and how these may play in
lessening the value alignment of the design. Map instances where one group’s
advantage may affect another group.
Steps:
1. Place the User Group Markers evenly around the circle.
2. Based on the intersectional experience analysis, identify
instances where one user group may affect another user
group’s way of being.
3. Draw arrows linking the instances and describe them further.
4. Ideate interventions to remedy the identified inequities.

Design for Equity

Equity Mapping
3. Opportunity
Considering the ideas suggested to create an equity of being, do all the groups
have equitable opportunities? This also includes the values attained from a
design system (convinience, efficiency, money, etc.).Think about the benefits
that each group receives out from design system in relation to their stake in the
design system.
If not, think about ways in more benefits can be afforded to the least
advantaged within the design system (under Rawl’s difference principle).
Consider this in the context of external factors and how these may play a role in
changing the stake of the user groups within the design system. Map instances
where one group’s advantage may affect another group.
Steps:
1. Place the User Group Markers evenly around the circle.
2. Based on the intersectional experience analysis, identify
instances where one user group may affect the opportunities
of another user group.
3. Draw arrows linking the instances and describe them further.
4. Ideate interventions to remedy the identified inequities.

Design for Equity

Equity Mapping
4. Reciprocity
Considering the ideas suggested to create an equity of opportunity, do all the
groups have balanced interactions with the design system? Think about the
benefits that each group receives out from design system in relation to their
input or contribution to the design system.
If not, think about ways in which all groups can have fair return of value based
on what they contribute or input into the design system. Consider this in the
context of external factors and how these may play a role in changing the
balance of the interactions. Map instances where one group’s advantage may
affect another group.
Steps:
1. Place the User Group Markers evenly around the circle.
2. Based on the intersectional experience analysis, identify
instances where one user group may affect the reciprocity of
interactions of another user group.
3. Draw arrows linking the instances and describe them further.
4. Ideate interventions to remedy the identified inequities.

9.15. Appendix 15 – Interview Presentation
The presentation is on the next page.
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Systemic Challenges
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Absolutism
Technological Determinism
Heteronomy
Individualism
Environmental Breakdown
Structural Inequity

Systemic Challenge 1

Absolutism
Absolutism is the belief in one universal truth and reality. It is the belief
that there is only one correct system of living and being.
This idea is not a vague conception, but rather, it permeates our worldview,
environment, and therefore our individual bias. Absolutism is a collection of
ideas spanning politics, culture, religion, and social organisation. It affects
what we think is normal, good, beautiful, and successful, and therefore
creates a subordinate distinction with anything that falls outside the norm.
Because our entire worldview is absolutist, we as designers inherit those
ideas, norms, and traditions, affecting what we produce into the world and
how it interacts with society.

Key Themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Colonial Traditions
Western Hegemony
Euro-Modernity
Neoliberalism
Orientalism

Systemic Challenge 2

Technological Determinism
Technological determinism is unquestioning acceptance of technology
and the belief that it in and of itself is the primary mechanism by which
societal progress can occur.
This faith in technology being ‘our saviour’ negates the complexity of life
how it is shaped through cultures, environments, beliefs, and politics.
Technological determinism produces a working culture set on innovating
better and faster, with success measured through metrics like efficiency,
performance, and productivity. In this system of thinking, the profit-centred
values of neoliberalism are absorbed as an expectation of how we ought to
be working.

Key Themes:
1.
2.

The Neutrality Myth
The Purity Myth

Systemic Challenge 3

Heteronomy
Heteronomy describes the broader trend of companies and
governments increasing their influence in matters relating to ourselves,
our communities, and our environments.
This trend means that individuals are less able to maintain control over
their own lives and are subjected to hidden constraints. These constraints
can be system-wide, affecting politics, culture, and economics, or they can
be locally produced, affecting behaviours, opinions, and decision-making.
Because society is increasingly dependent on technology, and a select few
are designing that technology, there is a designer-user hierarchy, which
facilitates the centralisation of power and data. As a result, major companies
are comparable to countries. They can wield an enormous level of normative
and political influence to suit their interests without any participation from
affected users themselves.

Key Themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Data Centralisation
Political Centralisation
Market Surveillance
Government Surveillance
Manipulated Consent
Authoritarian Nationalism

Systemic Challenge 4

Individualism
Individualism is producing a culture where individual needs are
prioritised over community or collective goals.
Individualism is therefore causing societal fragmentation where there
are the increasing cultural, social, economic, and political divides within
society. This fragmentation is partly produced through a combination of
absolutism and heteronomy. However, this fragmentation is also amplified
by a new phenomenon of echo chambers, which is increasingly delivering a
warped perception of the world to individuals that attends to their ego and
demonises alternative ideas, beliefs, opinions, and ways of being. As result,
hate, discrimination, and violence are becoming commonplace are shaping
the context in which we design in.

Key Themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Echo Chambers
The Meritocratic Myth
Dishonesty
Neo-Fascism

Systemic Challenge 5

Environmental Breakdown
We have long been in breach of the Earth’s natural order: objectifying
its land, resources, and biology as commodities for us to dominate into,
exploit, and consume.
We have assumed that the planet was infinite and would always bend to our
command. However, our unwillingness to respect the Earth means it is now
suffering and is reacting in extremely volatile ways, with rising sea levels,
increasing temperatures, unpredictable weather, eroding marine ecology,
and a dwindling of biodiversity. Design has produced these planetary
imbalances through the continued facilitation of environmentally harmful
behaviours, which is, in turn, quite literally, affecting human existence and
the context in which we design.

Key Themes:
1.
2.
3.

Excessive Consumption
Objectification of Nature
Breach of Planetary Boundaries

Systemic Challenge 6

Structural Inequity
Inequity is the lack of fairness and justice within society, which results
in a spectrum of disparities that affect the quality and experiences of
one’s life.
Inequity goes beyond inequality as it describes how different layers
of context act as external forces that impart disparities onto individual
situations. Inequity being structural refers to it being an intentional act
of design, relating to how we have chosen to create the world and who
specifically for. As a result, structural inequity diminishes and inflates the
perceived value of people and the amount to which they can autonomously
engage within society. The framing of inequity as structural avoids the
thought that it is a mere unfortunate consequence of reality and instead
positions design as a mechanism by which biased context is produced.

Key Themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Data Poverty
Organisational Structures
Race (as a social construct)
Socio-Economic Class
Gender
Culture
Religion
Sexuality
Disability
Identity

Principles of Change
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pluralism
Ontological Interactionism
Autonomy
Interconnectedness
Environmental Justice
Equity through Fairness

Absolutism
Technological Determinism

Pluralism
Ontological Interactionism

Heteronomy

Autonomy

Individualism

Interconnectedness

Environmental Breakdown
Structural Inequity

Environmental Justice
Equity through Fairness

Principle of Change 1

Pluralism
Pluralism is a belief of multiplicity where different systems of living and
being are accepted and can coexist with a fair distribution of power and
agency.
Pluralism shifts away from the reductionist belief of absolutism and
recognises that there is no single correct way life. Therefore what we think
is normal, good, beautiful, and successful is defined relative to communities
themselves and is not imposed through a hierarchy. Pluralism thus opens
the door towards decolonisation and enables a diversity of values, norms,
cultures, opinions, and politics. In this conception of plurality, a community
that shares a collection of values and/or experiences can be thought of as a
plural body. Individuals can be a part of multiple plural bodies, and as such,
these bodies can intersect. There may exist larger bodies; however, there is
no imposing hegemony within the system.

Value of Distributed Agency (Key Samples):
Agents of Distribution should not shorten plural bodies into stereotypes
and should recognise that plural bodies themselves are entities with
complex internal variations.
Agents of Distribution should use practices of place-based designing and
localism rather designing for a homogenous globalised audience.

Principle of Change 2

Ontological Interactionism
Ontological Interactionism is a way to analyse how designers impart
their values and biases onto their work and how that work can go on
to shape contextual factors like cultures, beliefs, environments, and
politics.
The ontology of this framework refers to the idea that through design, we
affect the world we live in and therefore design our ways of being. The
interactionism of this framework recognises that people and designed
works are not neutral agents and instead produce meaning through their
interaction, with designers imparting values onto designs, and users
imparting meaning through their use of designs. Together, ontological
interactionism shifts away from technological determinism and recognises
that contextual factors shape design, our definition of progress, and
therefore the world itself.

Value of Distributed Agency (Key Samples):
Agents of Distribution shift away from functionalist and rationalistic modes
of design and approach design as ontological. There is a recognition that
in designing, we design the world and the world designs us back
Agents of Distribution inscribe values of distributed agency into design
through scripting such that users inherent habits that are ecologically and
pluralistically compatible.

Principle of Change 3

Autonomy
Autonomy describes the capacity for individuals to think, decide, and act
on their motives without the imposing influence of external parties.
It steers away from the designer-user hierarchy of heteronomy and seeks
to engage with users and stakeholder as co-designers. Through this way
of designing, the people who are or will be affected by design works can
contribute their knowledge and experience so that design works can better
serve them. As a principle, designers should afford autonomy to individuals
and plural bodies through their interaction and engagement with designed
works. This affordance should also extend to political and economic
autonomy through decentralising power and data within systems. This way,
individuals and communities can maintain agency over their way of being.

Value of Distributed Agency (Key Samples):
Agents of Distribution facilitate the decentralisation of data and processing
such that users can maintain autonomy over their information and be able
to control consent.
Agents of Distribution strive for data minimisation, analysing what data is
needed, how it will be used, and why it needs to be used.

Principle of Change 4

Interconnectedness
Interconnectedness is a reframing of how we understand ourselves as
individuals and communities within wider society.
Through interconnectedness, we can understand that although we are
individuals with autonomy, our being is connected to the being of others,
and therefore our actions can affect people, systems and the planet.
A culture of acceptance and coexistence can emerge by designing
mechanisms that highlight interconnectedness and facilitate engagement
across different plural bodies. Interconnectedness, therefore, shifts away
from individualism and supports principles of pluralism, ontological
interactionism, and autonomy.

Value of Distributed Agency (Key Samples):
Agents of Distribution seek to gain trust from plural bodies, especially
those that have been historically marginalised.
Agents of Distribution should centre information pluralism and create
mechanisms where potential echo-chambers are disrupted through a
culture of interconnectedness, communication, and acceptance.

Principle of Change 5

Environmental Justice
Environmental justice as a principle seeks to restore the Earth’s balance
through environmentalism and fairness.
Through environmentalism, we can reverse our breach of the nine
planetary boundaries and prevent future harm. However, we must pursue
environmentalism justly by distributing the burdens and responsibilities
of environmental action according to those who are currently and have
historically contributed the greatest harm and received the greatest reward.
In this way, environmentalism is viewed as a means to achieve systems-level
equity and not an end in itself. Environmental justice, therefore, prevents
environmental decision-making that could create new disadvantages for the
most marginalised in society.

Value of Distributed Agency (Key Samples):
Agents of Distribution should work with nature and follow its bounds rather
than trying to control nature.
Agents of Distribution should limit the impact of their work on the nine
planetary boundaries.

Principle of Change 6

Equity through Fairness
Equity is the end to which each of the principles of change should
produce.
Equity goes beyond equality by seeking to remedy contextual disparities
that would affect one’s ability to respond to equal opportunities; therefore,
producing greater fairness. Here, the concept of intersectionality becomes
essential. Intersectionality is a way of defining people’s experiences
according to layers of contextual factors and historical challenges, with
different combinations of factors and challenges producing unique
advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, an equitable society is one in
which people have autonomy within a plural system and where benefits,
like power, data, and capital, are afforded by designers through their fair
distribution.

Values of Distributed Agency (Sub-Categories):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Theory of Justice
Equity of Data
Equity of Gender
Equity of Identities
Equity of Socio-Economic Class
Equity of Disabilities

Equity through Fairness

Theory of Justice
The Greatest Equal Liberty Principle
Rawls’ first principles states that everyone within a system should have an
equal right to liberty. This is in line with Principle of Change 3 which states
that autonomy of individuals must be upheld. Liberty and Autonomy in
the context of design includes: freedom of speech; freedom of assembly;
freedom of thought; freedom from psychological oppression, freedom from
physical harms, and the integrity of the person. These values should be
upheld within a system without compromising the liberty of others.

Equity through Fairness

Theory of Justice
The Difference Principle
Rawls’ second principles states that after the first principle has been
satisfied, the people in a system that have the greatest detriments (either
by design or through contextual factors) should be afforded the greatest
benefits. In addition, all people within a system should have reciprocity.
This means that their contribution to a system (through active or passive
interactions) should balance with the benefit they receive in turn. As such,
this final principle helps to create greater equity.

Feedback

9.16. Appendix 16 – Interview Questions
Questions
1. What do you think about the ideas presented in the manifesto?
2. Do you think there is a need for a directed theory or philosophy of design? Is there value for
a critical design field where design practice is evaluated within the context of social, cultural,
and political theories?
3. Does the manifesto address current and, what you think will be, future challenges?
(Contextuality)
4. Do you think the ideas in the manifesto could realistically be implemented? Is it actionable
and concrete enough for it be used in practice? (Practicality)
5. Does the manifesto present a clear and directed vision that is easy to understand?
(Visionariness)
6. What works and what doesn't? What challenges might there be?
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9.17. Appendix 17 – Interview with Dr Weston Baxter

Saym chat‐20210526_093316‐Meeting Recording
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9.18. Appendix 18 – Interview with Dr Stephen Green

Equity in Design‐20210526_110311‐Meeting Recording
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9.19. Appendix 19 – Interview with Dr Thrishantha Nanayakkara

Equitable Design Interview‐20210528_140208‐Meeting
Recording
[
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9.20. Appendix 20 – Workshop Recruitment Poster
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9.21. Appendix 21 – Workshop Assets
Product design brief:

111

Service design brief:

112

Workshop screenshot:
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9.22. Appendix 22 – Quantitative Workshop Data
Quantitative Workshop Data is on the next page.
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Survey

Measure

Q1

Pre‐Wrokshop

Confidence (Contextuality)

Q2
D1

Post‐Workshop
Difference

Confidence (Contextuality)

Questions
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8
Sometimes a design can create new problems and inequalities that were not foreseen during the design process.
How well equipped do you feel to prevent potential problems and inequalities from within the design
process? (1 = Not very well at all, 5 = Extremely well)
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
Do you feel the methods presented in the workshop would assist you in preventing the creation of inequalities
2
3
4
4
3
3
4
3
from within the design process? (1 = Not very well at all, 5 = Extremely well)
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0

Mean (μ)

Standard Deviation (SD)

2.75

0.43

3 25
0 50

0.71
0 28

As designers, we often want to make the world a better place. However, there exist many inequalities that can
make this a complex endeavour. For example, cultural differences, racial discrimination, religious discrimination,
gender disparity, socio‐economic disparities, and disabilities to name a few. This sometimes means that a well
intended design can sometimes produce adverse outcomes. How well equipped do you currently feel to
understand and design with these systemic inequalities in mind? (1 = Not very well at all, 5 = Extremely well)
Q3

Pre‐Workshop

Ability (Contextuality)

Q4
D2

Post‐Workshop
Difference

Ability (Contextuality)

Do you feel that the methods presented would assist you in better understanding and designing for systemic
inequalities? (1 = Not very well at all, 5 = Extremely well)

Q5
Q6
D3

Pre‐Workshop
Post‐Workshop
Difference

Understanding (Conextuality)
Understanding (Conextuality)

To what level do you understand what equity and fairness is? (1 = Not very well at all, 5 = Extremely wel
To what level do you understand what equity and fairness is? (1 = Not very well at all, 5 = Extremely wel

Q7
Q8
D4

Pre‐Workshop
Post‐Workshop
Difference

Understanding (Conextuality)
Understanding (Conextuality)

To what level do you understand what intersectionality is? (1 = Not very well at all, 5 = Extremely wel
To what level do you understand what intersectionality is? (1 = Not very well at all, 5 = Extremely wel

Q9

Pre‐Workshop

Usage (Practicality)

2

3

4

3

3

2

3

4

3 00

0.71

2
0

3
0

4
0

4
1

3
0

3
1

4
1

4
0

3 38
0 38

0.74
0 03

3
3
0

4
3
‐1

4
5
1

4
4
0

4
4
0

2
4
2

4
4
0

4
3
‐1

3.63
3.75
0.12

0.70
0.71
0 01

4
3
‐1

2
3
1

5
5
0

3
3
0

4
4
0

1
4
3

2
3
1

2
2
0

2 88
3 38
0 50

1 27
0 92
‐0 35

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1 25

0.46

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2 00

0 00

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

1 88

0 35

Q10 Post‐Workshop

Usage (Practicality)

Q11 Post‐Workshop

Usage (Practicality)

Within your design practice, do you currently use specific tools or methodologies to understand how a design
may mitigate, produce, or heighten inequalities? (1 = No, 2 = Yes)
Would you use the User Mapping tool within your practice to help you understand how different groups interact
and engage with a design? (1 = No, 2 = Yes)
Would you use the Equity Mapping tool within your practice to help you understand how a design may mitigate,
produce, or heighten inequalities? (1 = No, 2 = Yes)

Q12 Post‐Workshop

Performance (Practicality)

To what degree did the User Mapping Tool help you to understand the systems‐level influence of a design? (1 =
Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree)

4

4

4

5

4

4

4

4

4.13

0 35

Q13 Post‐Workshop

Performance (Practicality)

To what degree did the Equity Mapping Tool help you to find meaningful insights about potential inequities? (1 =
Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree)

2

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

3 50

0 93

Q14 Post‐Workshop

Performance (Practicality)

To what degree did the Equity Mapping Tool help you to find potential solutions to potential inequities? (1 =
Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree)

2

3

3

3

3

4

5

5

3 50

1 07

Q15 Post‐Workshop

Visionariness

To what degree do you believe that the ideas, methods, and principles presented in the workshop will be helpful
to create a more equitable and fair future? (1 = Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree)

4

4

4

5

4

4

5

4

4 25

0.46

9.23. Appendix 23 – Qualitative Workshop Data
Qualitative Workshop Data is on the next page.
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Appendix
Survey
Questions

Pre‐Workshop
Q16: Explain any tools or methods that you currently use.

Post‐Workshop
Q17: Is there anything about the methods presented that you particularly liked or found useful?

Post‐Workshop
Q18: Is there anything about the methods presented that you disliked or found irrelevant?

P1

The third tool where we were instructed to draw a graph of the power relationships between the
stakeholders is a great way to formalise what can be very abstract

P2

It's interesting to see how the various users interact. I also like that the user profile is so detailed
because it forces us to consider our own biases when determining the scenarios.

The underlying philosophy was presented but we didn't have time to discuss it which made a big
difference to how well I was able to apply the tools. It is not clear to me why aiming for equality
of access is a good aim in a family dynamic where heirarchy of power exists and can be argued to
be unproblematic. While I found the tools to have a lot of potential I think more time using them
and thinking about them is necessary to reap the rewards. In particular every tool used the
shorthand personas we created at the beginning; however these personas were basic and were
created from our preconcieved notions of the user groups. Mapping interactions between known
users is all well and good but I fear that these tools have the potential to miss 'unknown user
groups' if not applied carefully. In this workshop it might have been handy to have some pre‐
defined personas or a greater focus on trying to capture the 'ignored' users
On the other hand I don't think those user profiles need to be that detailed all the time. It's also
a bit hard sometimes to take everything into consideration because we sometimes might not
realise of see our own biases so a checklist might be useful to help remind us of things we would
probably not consider before. Additional information or a specific scenario to consider might be
helpful as well in the later parts as those appear to be somewhat more contextual.
The texts were a bit too abstract so it was hard to udnerstand and know what I need to do.
Sometimes it feels like the discussion was going in circles and we don't know what's the expected
outcome of the workshop.

It would be nice to receive the miro board link before hand and read through the text. It was a bit hard
to try to have a discussion do the task and keep track of what we are doing at the same time.
Participating as a group helped to lead to interesting discussions and brought alternative perspectives to
my attention.

P3

P4
P5

P6

I came up with an ABC methodology in ethics to embed in the design process that is
informed by the 3 pillars of modern ethics. This looks through the lens of virtue ethics
duty ethics and consequentialism to help account address and mitigate unintended
outcomes.

P7

User Experience Design Agile Design and Nonintrusive Design Processes

P8

They encouraged you to branch out further from the user groups that immediately came to mind and
also encouraged discussion
I like the Equity mapping. That is a new tool/lens. To map the d fferent stakeholders and mapping them
to each other and thinking them through from the lens of autonomy pluralism opportunity and
reciprocity ‐ was interesting to think to unpack those when we don't usually do that. We might at best
map out stakeholders (primary/secondary etc) but not usually in the lens that we went through.
I rea ly liked the Equity Mapping at the end and it helped me see all the players in a system as an
overview.
Understanding the dynamics between the groups was useful. Also having more visuals and less text and
having examples helps digests the d fficult vocabulary

Post‐Workshop
Q19: Feel free to add any additional comments

Some comments like 'neoliberal western viewpoint' were hard to contextualise. I understand what you mean by
the phrase but it was difficult to understand how the tools could help me detatch myself from that viewpoint. I
expect that this is an artefact of a very complex topic being covered in two hours ‐ overa l I left with many things
to think on :)

I feel maybe a kit with built in personas would be more helpful to avoid my own bias leaking into
the personas and to help me to consider a wider variety of people.

Some pre‐reading would’ve helped me have a deeper understanding during the tasks.

As mentioned the language was so difficult to grasp. There is an opportunity to simpl fy the
language to make it digestible to layman.

Overall I am curious to see how this will manifest for designers and design team. How would this fit in the design
process? At which point will these come in? When designing a brief crafting a problem statement? After research?
etc etc. I also feel that the equity map could be merged into 1 rather than 4 different pieces. We could bring back
the "design" into the middle of the worksheet like the "user engagement mapping" worksheet.

I didn't dislike anything I think that the principles would be better presented as a pre‐read.
Not particularly disliked but i did struggle with the language which didn't allow me to fully
understand the depth of the work

